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Logo designs provide a quick visual shorthand for all the meaning, 

associations, and equity associated with a brand. Virtually all major companies utilize 

logos, but there is little theory-based research regarding logo design published in 

marketing and consumer behavior journals. Related research from psychology 

regarding preference for visual images has generally used special stimuli created for 

the laboratory that do not carry the meaning that logos acquire in the marketplace and 

consequently have very limited generalizability. This smdy seeks to begin to fill the 

void by examining preference for actual, familiar logo designs. 

An improved understanding of preference for logo designs can be a great 

advantage to a company considering a logo design change. The costs involved in 

such a change can be enormous. Beyond the cost of the services of graphic 

designers, a change in logo design incurs the cost of changing everything that displays 

the logo, and any lost sales that may result if the new design is ineffective in some 

way. The equity of the brand may be connected to the logo design, so a change in 

the design of the logo may have long-term implications. 

Many logos have evolved over the years through successive changes to keep 

the designs from becoming outdated. This smdy examined theoretical bases for such 

activity. According to adaptation-level theory (McClelland et al. 1953), individuals 

become adapted to an object or image due to experience with it. Slight changes to 
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this adaptation level result in increased preference while drastic changes result in 

decreased preference. These effects are represented by the distinctive butterfly curve. 

The current study developed a technique that allows for differentiation of 

visual designs, indicating the degree of change. This was used to test whether 

adaptation-level theory applies to familiar logo designs. The results indicate a general 

preference for no changes in familiar logo designs. While practitioners make changes 

in logo designs that are consistent with adaptation-level theory, it appears that 

consumers react instead, in accordance with social judgment theory - they tolerate 

rather than prefer the changes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Most of the billions of dollars spent annually in this country for goods and 

services find their way into the pockets of particular marketers because the trademarks 

of those marketers guide consumers to their products. In fact, many well-known 

trademarks are the most valuable assets of the companies that own them (Wilson 

1994, page 261)." 

The opening quotation, from a graphic designer, reflects the attimde of many 

design professionals regarding the importance of trademarks, logos, and other 

corporate identity designs (all of which will be referred to as "logos" in this smdy for 

the sake of simplicity). Another designer points out that creating a logo is probably 

one of the top ten steps that people take when starting a new business. "From coffee 

shop to computer company, almost no self-respecting company goes to work without 

a logo (Dubberly 1995, page 14)." According to some graphic designers, this 

behavior is not reflected in attimdes toward the importance of logo designs. From the 

viewpoint of graphic designers, the importance of logos is under-valued by business, 

business academics, and the general public. Another member of the design 

community laments: "The general public has such little awareness of our profession 

that they wouldn't miss us if we all packed our bags and went to Rome (Viemeister 

1994, page 19)." 
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This perceived lack of importance given to logo design can be traced, in part, 

to business education. "Most business courses do not recognize design as an essential 

and effective marketing tool. The average client [of design services] is taught 

marketing, accounting, research techniques, and business law, but very few have 

experience in the purchase of design (Cato 1994, page 258)." 

The accounting methods of many companies also contribute to under-valuation 

of logo design, and design in general, because they include the costs of design within 

other expenses of the business, and do not show the true extent of design expenditures 

specifically on the balance sheet. Design costs are hidden within expendimres for 

"product development, stationery, corporate print, packaging, transport livery, retail 

outlets, building architecture, interior design, signage, uniforms, and corporate 

wardrobe (Cato 1994, page 256)." As an example, when the New York State 

Metropolitan Transportation Authority adopted a new uniform logo for all its 

operations, they paid $450,000 to consultants for the design of the logo, but they 

spent more than five times as much to make all the conversions on the signs on buses, 

train cars, stations, etc. (McKinley 1994). 

Despite the perceived lack of importance given to logo design, and the general 

lack of research regarding it by marketing and consumer behavior academics, many 

logos have been used to great marketing advantage. 



LOGOS: PRACTICAL AND CONCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The main function of an effective logo is to provide a quick visual shorthand 

for all the meaning, associations, and brand equity that marketers have developed for 

a branded product or service, or for the company as a whole. Alvin H. Schechter, 

chairman and CEO of Schechter Group, which does consulting regarding corporate 

identity programs, stated, "A brand is the promise of an experience and logos are a 

symbol of that experience (Elliott 1994, page D5). "As an example, Apple 

Computer's logo, the striped apple with a bite taken out, communicates without 

words, an image of quality recognized by computer consumers internationally (Wilson 

1994)." If a logo is particularly effective in its design, it may not only represent the 

image of the brand, but also help to formulate that image. For example, Lucent 

Technologies has adopted an "innovation circle" logo in hopes that it will help to 

create the desired image of a "bold and innovative" company (Barboza 1996, page 

D3). However, logos do not always contribute to the image of the brand, smdies by 

the Schechter Group have shown that less effective logos often actually detract from 

the image of the brand (Elliott 1994). 

The appearance of the logo on the packaged good helps to tie the 

communications from advertising and sales promotion to die product on the shelf. It 

serves as a visual cue for the recall of information previously received. Logos also 

provide a means for consumers to display their personal identification with a brand, 

beyond consumption of the product or service (Holman 1980). An example is when a 
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consiimer wears a tee shirt or baseball cap bearing a logo design to publicly show a 

personal association with the represented brand. Sunset magazine discovered just how 

attached consumers can become to a logo when they changed theirs and received 

letters of complaint. One reader stated, "The old logo was an especially valued 

symbol to us baby boomers (Sunset 1996b, page 10)." Another compared changing 

the logo to changing "Half Dome, the Grand Canyon, and Mount Rushmore (Sunset 

1996a, page 10)." 

An improved understanding of logo designs, and consumer preference for logo 

designs can lead to improved performance of the designs in the functions described. 

The importance becomes particularly evident when a change in a logo design is 

considered. A change may signal a change in the product or service. Or, a change is 

made to keep the design "current," to prevent it from becoming "outdated." This 

smdy provided empirical data to help develop generalizable guidelines for such 

changes to optimize preference for logo design. 

In addition to the practical applications, the smdy of logo design is also 

important because of the various conceptual issues involved including exposure 

effects, adaptation-level theory, aesthetic value and social value, and stylistic aspects 

of design. 

The sheer ubiquity of many logos make them an interesting subject for the 

smdy of various exposure effects. This ubiquity allows for the development of 

familiarity effects resulting in improved affect toward a new logo as consumers are 
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repeatedly exposed to it, the possibility of boredom effects decreasing affect after too 

many exposures, and the positive affect associated with novelty effects of another new 

design (Berlyne 1970; Bomstein 1989). 

An awareness of these effects has resulted in periodic incremental changes to 

existing logo designs such as Mr. Peanut and Betty Crocker (Morgan 1986). The fact 

that logos are changed periodically make them appropriate subjects for the smdy of 

adaptation-level theory, which was the focus of the current smdy. This theory 

suggests that small changes will result in positive affect while large changes will 

result in negative affect (Haber 1958; Conners 1964; Helson 1964; Hansen 1972). 

Additional conceptual issues may be examined in the context of logos due to 

the namre of consumer response to them. Affective responses to logos may be based 

on their visual appeal, the meaning communicated by the logo, or both. Consequently 

logos are appropriate for the smdy of concepts such as "aesthetic or hedonic value" 

(appreciation of the logo for its own intrinsic value) and "social or status-enhancing 

value" (use of the logo as a means to make a desired impression on others) (Bell. 

Holbrook, and Solomon 1991). 

Logos can also be used to smdy stylistic aspects of design because the design 

of logos reveals stylistic trends. Winning logos in a recent design competition were 

all simple, abstracted representations of recognizable objects (Coyne 1995). None of 

them were literally-realistic, detailed renderings. An examination of logo designs in 

the United States over the past cenmry show a trend away from namralistic, detailed 
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renderings, toward simple, abstracted representations (Morgan 1986). Logos can 

provide a basis for the study of such trends. The current study utilized changes in 

levels of abstraction to test preference for changes in logo designs. 

REAL-WORLD STIMUU 

Much of the empirical research regarding preference for visual design has 

utilized stimuli created specifically for use in the laboratory. For example. Conners 

(1964) used stimuli which were permutations of geometric figures developed from 

randomly plotted points. He used these stimuli to examine preferences for 

incremental changes from a stimulus to which subjects had adapted. His findings 

support adaptation-level theory, but the generalizability of his findings to real-world 

stimuli, such as logos, is questionable. He found that his subjects sought to ascribe 

representational meaning to the stimuli he had created to be non-representational. He 

found the need to reconstruct stimuli when subjects referred to shapes as a Puritan's 

hat or a dog. Essentially, Conners (1964) recognized the impact of meaning on 

preference for the stimuli and carefully eliminated it. By creating a valid laboratory 

experiment, the possibility of generalizability was reduced. 

An important aspect of the current smdy is that it utilized stimuli based on 

real-world designs, allowing for more generalization of the results to applications in 

the marketplace. Aside firom the possibility of generalization, the familiar logos used 

in the current smdy were different firom Conners' (1964) pristine laboratory stimuli. 
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While logo designs are designed with the intent of representing ail the marketer 

wishes to promote about the associated brand, Conners' (1964) stimuli were designed 

to be entirely non-representational. Having been created strictly for use in the 

laboratory they carried none of the meaning that can become part of one's self-

identity as is the case with logo designs. Finally, logo designs are designed to be 

visually attractive. Conners' (1964) stimuli were designed to be visually neutral. 

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 

The current smdy sought to determine whether preferences for familiar logo 

designs from the marketplace behave as did preferences for Conners' (1964) designs. 

It also sought to determine the optimal level of change to an existing logo. In 

order to do so it was necessary to create and calibrate the changes in logo designs. 

The logos were redrawn in versions that were progressively more abstract and 

versions that were progressively more naturalistic. They were calibrated in terms of 

discemable differences as determined in a two-interval forced-choice test where pairs 

of stimuli were exposed at a rate of 200 ms per stimulus. 

The results of the smdy indicate that there are significant differences between 

the preferences for sterile laboratory stimuli and real-world logos. While marketing 

practitioners act as if consumer preferences are in accordance with adaptation-level 

theory, these preferences appear to be more in line with social judgment theory - with 

small changes falling within the latimde of acceptance and large changes falling in the 
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latitude of rejection. Ordinal data indicated that the adaptation-level version of the 

stimulus was consistendy the most preferred. Interval data, however, showed that the 

difference in preference between the adaptation level stimulus, and those least 

changed from it, was minimal. So instead of preferring small amounts of change, it 

appears that consumers tolerate and adapt to them. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Adaptation-level theory is an idea implicitly accepted by many design and 

marketing professionals, but not necessarily by consumers. Social judgment theory, 

though, allows for small changes, that although not preferred by consumers, are 

easily tolerated and adapted to by consumers. Consequently, if there are other 

reasons for changing the logo, such as helping employees, executives, or investors 

feel that the company is up-to-date, small changes can be made with minimal risk. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This smdy breaks new ground, and consequently raises questions while 

answering others. One question raised is the difference in preference for change 

between the professionals who implement the changes and consumers. Future 

research can test the preferences of design and marketing professionals. 
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This study also breaks new ground methodologically, presenting methods for 

calibrating levels of change and for measuring levels of meaning. Future research can 

work to improve these methods. 

Future research can also focus on the finding of no boredom effects in this 

smdy, while there were boredom effects evident in the Haber (1958) and Conners 

(1964) smdies. Additional smdies can seek to determine methods of delaying or 

avoiding boredom effects for visual designs. 
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Centuries of research regarding aesthetics and the nature of art have lead to 

the general conclusion that aesthetic preference is highly subjective (Richards et al. 

1925). The rising and waning of design styles (as in clothing fashions) indicate that 

aesthetic preferences are also socialized. 

A number of criteria have been established for the evaluation of graphic 

designs that are acknowledged as important by those with visual design expertise. 

For example. Nelson (1989) offers the following list of criteria for advertising 

applications: "balance, proportion, sequence, unity, and emphasis." Nelson (1989) 

considers these criteria to be "reasonably universal and inclusive." Those who lack 

visual design expertise, however, are not likely to consciously note these 

characteristics. Veryzer (1993) found effects for unity and proportion (for product 

design) although most of his subjects did not have conscious awareness of these 

principles. It is not clear whether similar effects could be found for logo designs, or 

if instead, consumers tend to evaluate such designs subjectively, on the basis of 

whether they include familiar subject matter, or evoke "peaceful feelings and happy 

memories (Winston and Cupchik 1992)." The audience for graphic design often 

includes millions of viewers, the majority lacking expertise in visual design. 

Consequently, creating logo designs from a marketing perspective should involve, not 
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only design aspects, but also consideration of the divergent subjective preferences as 

well as the shared socialized preferences of this mass audience. 

COMPLEXITY AND AROUSAL 

While the mass audience of graphic design may not acknowledge established 

principles of design, certain design aspects are evident to them, such as the 

complexity of a visual design. Research has determined that a visual design is less 

preferred if it is either too simple or too complex G^ay 1965; Berlyne 1971). This 

result is explained in terms of arousal level research which suggests that organisms 

seek and prefer a moderate level of arousal rather than very high or very low levels 

(Berlyne 1966, 1971). 

FAMILIARITY, BOREDOM, AND NOVELTY 

Also related to arousal, are effects based on familiarity for the design. 

According to the two-factor model of exposure effects (Berlyne 1970; Bomstein 

1989), objects presented for the first time are perceived as threatening (Zajonc 1968). 

The tiireat is reduced with repeated exposures to the stimulus (stimulus habituation) 

and liking is increased. Too many exposures, however, result in boredom effects 

such that liking decreases with additional exposures (Berlyne 1970; Bomstein 1990). 

This combination of effects is represented by an inverted-U function (Figure 1). 



Figure 2 
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The recognition of boredom effects reconciles an otherwise seeming conflict 

between the familiarity effects found by Zajonc (1968) and the novelty effects found 

by Berlyne (1971). Using pictures of animals as stimuli, Berlyne (1971) found that 

subjects evaluated novel stimuli (viewed for the first time) to be more pleasing and 

more interesting than familiar stimuli (viewed repeatedly). Familiarity effects indicate 

a preference for the familiar, but after the onset of boredom effects, the preference 

for a change develops. This preference for change is termed a novelty effect. 

ADAPTATION-LEVEL THEORY 

Research that predates both Berlyne (1971) and Zajonc (1968) offers a model 

that accounts for familiarity, boredom, and novelty effects. It is represented by the 

butterfly curve (Figure 2) (Haber 1958; Hansen 1972), and will be applied to the 

present study. 

Unlike the two-factor model which shows preference for an object over a 

number of exposures, the butterfly curve shows preference for a logo design at a 

given point in time. The butterfly curve is based on adaptation-level theory (referred 

to as the "discrepancy hypothesis" in some cases) (McClelland et al 1953; Haber 

1958; Conners 1964; Helson 1964; Hansen 1972). The center of the curve is defined 

as the adaptation-level for the logo design - the version of stimulus to which the 

individual has adapted due to experience with it (Conners 1964). Past research 

indicates that slight changes will increase preference for the design, but drastic 
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changes will cause a sharp decrease in preference (McClelland et al 1953; Haber 

1958; Conners 1964; Helson 1964; Hansen 1972). Slight changes are expected to 

result in novelty effects but not the perceived threat of a totally new visual image 

(Berlyne 1971; Zajonc 1968). Drastic changes are expected to result in negative 

affect because the altered version of the stimulus is enough different from the 

adaptation level that it has the "threatening" aspect associated with new stimuli prior 

to familiarity effects (Zajonc 1968), so novelty effects no longer apply. 

One possible explanation for these effects is based on schema theory. When 

an object is moderately incongruent with the associated category schema, it stimulates 

processing and leads to a more favorable evaluation of the object than if there were 

no incongruency (Mandler 1982; Meyers-Levy and Tybout 1989). However, if the 

object is too different from the category schema, revision of the schema is required 

and negative affect develops as a result (Conners 1964). 

The 1994 Schechter Group studies of Logo Value provide anecdotal support of 

these ideas (Elliott 1994). The substantially changed Federal Express logo was found 

to have significantly poorer performance than the previous version of the logo, while 

the performance of the Land 0' Lakes logo improved following minor modifications. 

The current smdy quantified the concepts of slight changes (moderately 

incongruent with the schema) and drastic changes (too different firom the category 

schema). In order to do so, it was first necessary to determine a method of scaling 

changes of the stimuli. Coimers (1964) conducted a study regarding the perceived 
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pleasantness of visual designs (nonsense shapes) that changed in successive steps. He 

expressed the difficulty of scaling the stimuli on an interval scale. Haber (1958) 

conducted a smdy regarding discrepancy from an adaptation level of water 

temperature. He was able to use the convenient scale of degrees Centigrade. An 

equivalent scale does not exist for measurement of abstraction of visual designs as is 

needed for the current smdy. The research by Haber (1958), however, would suggest 

a possible scale for discrepancy of visual designs when he compares his scale of 

temperamre degrees to just noticeable differences (JND). An ordinal scale of 

changing visual designs can be converted to an interval scale by measuring the 

number of JNDs between stimuli. 

The textbook definition of JND is "the minimum amount of difference in the 

intensity of a stimulus that can be detected 50 percent of the time (Mowen 1993)." 

50 percent, however, represents chance level. This smdy utilized a more stringent 

definition, according to which JND is determined when the difference can be detected 

75 percent of the time. The stimuli were intended to be scaled in terms of JNDs 

from the adaptation level - the form of the logo in current use, to which consumers 

have adapted. 

Prior research gives some clues as to possible levels of JNDs that constimte 

slight changes, where preference is maximized, and drastic changes, where preference 

is decreased. Conners (1964) provides a figure that displays the series of stimuli 

from his experiment, one of which he established as the adaptation level. He found 
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maximal preference for the stimulus that was one step from the adaptation-level. 

Preference dropped clearly below the preference for the adaptation level at the 

stimulus four steps from the adaptation level. Conners did not measure for JNDs 

between steps in his series of stimuli, but they appear from visual inspection to be 1-3 

JNDs apart. While the Aasual inspection used to make this determination is not a 

reliable measure, a starting point is created from which to conduct tests. The inferred 

starting point is that preference will peak at 1-3 JNDs from the adaptation-level and 

that preference will drop below the level of preference for the adaptation-level at or 

beyond 4 JNDs. The empirical portion of the current smdy tested this notion. 

In order to perform empirical research that is consistent with the theoretical 

framework of the smdy, it was necessary to adopt a model of preference that allowed 

for predictable changes in preference based on the degree of change to the adaptation-

level stimulus. 

PREFERENCE 

The initial question in regard to the identification of an appropriate model of 

preference was whether one assumes a cognitive-affect model or the conflicting 

independence hypothesis. Cognitive-affect models, such as the compensatory attimde-

toward-the-object model (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) assumes that a cognitive process 

is involved in the development of affect. The independence hypothesis argues that 

cognition is not required for affect to develop and that preferences are behaviorally 
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based (Zajonc and Markus 1982). The current study assmned a cognitive-affect 

model for two reasons. First, the anecdotal examples of behavioral processes creating 

preference described by proponents of the independence hypothesis (Zajonc and 

Markus 1982) do not preclude the possibility of cognitive processes occurring along 

with the behavioral processes. Second, experiments by Anand, Holbrook, and 

Stephens (1988), provide compelling evidence for involvement of cognition in 

preference development. These experiments controlled for cognition in specific tasks 

and found preference effects. Acceptance of a cognitive-affect model justifies the use 

of a useful framework by Hoffinan (1986) as a basis for the relationship between 

cognition and affect. 

HOFFMAN'S FRAMEWORK OF COGNITION AND AFFECT INTERACTION 

Hoffman (1986) developed a scheme of three modes by which affect and 

cognition interact. The first mode is direct affective response to the physical features 

of a stimulus. Such responses can be unconditioned responses, conditioned responses, 

or mimicry. 

The second mode by which affect and cognition interact is affective response 

to the match between a stimulus and a stored schema - the individual recognizes the 

stimulus as something he or she has seen before. The affective response will depend 

on whether the stimulus matches the schema sufficiently and also whether or not the 

schema is affectively charged. 
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The third mode of affect and cognition interaction involves a higher-order 

cognitive process in which affect is based not only on the physical features of the 

stimulus, but also the meaning of the stimulus. An appraisal process occurs in which 

the importance of the stimulus to the "seir of the individual is determined. The 

relationship between self image and products has been well docimiented (Gmbb and 

Hupp 1968; Solomon 1983; Belk 1988; Wallendorf and Amould 1988; and 

Hirschman 1990). 

In an exploratory smdy, respondents were asked to describe their feelings 

regarding photographic images (Pimentel 1996). The comments of the respondents 

indicate that there is as likely to be a relationship between visual depictions and self 

image as there is between products and self image. For example, one respondent 

expressed strong preference for a picmre of an eagle because it represented his self 

image of strength and independence. Just as is true for products, visual images may 

also contain socialized meaning that is attached to a reference group or an aspired 

reference group. Display of the Harley Davidson logo, for example, indicates 

membership, or aspired membership, in a specific American subculture (Schouten and 

Mc Alexander 1995). 

Hoffman's (1986) recognition of the importance of the meaning of the stimulus 

is important to the current study which sought to find differences in preference for 

changes to existing logos when there are different levels of meaning associated with 

them. Exploratory research indicated that meaning communicated by a visual 
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stimulus is a primary factor for determining preference for the stimulus (Pimentel 

1996). Communication of this meaning may be affected by the level of abstraction of 

the stimulus. 

MEANING AND ABSTRACTION 

Logos have become generally more abstract and less naturalistic over the past 

cenmry (Morgan 1986). The simplification resulting from this abstraction process 

makes sense in light of developments in media. A century ago, logos appeared 

mostly on packaging and in print advertisements. Now logos are also displayed for 

very brief periods on television, amongst the sensory overload competing for attention 

on supermarket shelves, and on billboards viewed from rapidly moving vehicles. A 

certain amount of simplifying abstraction can make it easier to identify the symbol in 

such circumstances. Not all abstraction, however, improves legibility - some actually 

obscures it. In such cases, the abstraction is more likely to have been done for 

stylistic reasons than for legibility. 

Logos have been described in this paper as quick, visual short hand for all the 

meaning associated with the brand. The effectiveness of a logo for communicating 

meaning may be related to the level of abstraction of the design. The current version 

of Tony the Tiger™ has become an accepted representation for Kellogg's Frosted 

Flakes™. This current version, through repeated exposures, has become the 

adaptation level for the design (McClelland et al. 1953). Changes in the level of 
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abstraction away from this adaptation level can affect the communication of meaning. 

If the design is made sufficiently less abstract, by making it a more realistic depiction 

of a tiger, the meaning of "tiger" is preserved, but it may no longer be recognized as 

"Tony the Tiger™," and the associated meaning of the branded product is lost. If the 

design is made sufficiently more abstract, it may be reduced to simple geometric 

shapes and become no longer identifiable as either a tiger or "Tony." Consequently 

the important measure for abstraction is the level of change from the adaptation level. 

In the chapters which follow, eight hypotheses will be presented that address 

the applicability of adaptation-level theory for preference for changes to familiar logo 

designs. Methods will be described for selecting and developing stimuli, and for 

testing the hypotheses. The empirical results will be presented and discussed. 

Finally, conclusions will be made and fiiture research directions will be identified. 
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Previous research has shown support for adaptation-level theory which is 

represented by the bunerfly curve. Slight changes to the adaptation-level version of a 

stimulus result in greater preference while drastic changes result in decreased 

preference (McClelland et al 1953; Haber 1958; Conners 1964; Kelson 1964; Hansen 

1972). The first four hypotheses were that the same basic results would be found 

with stimuli based on real-world logo designs. 

HI Preference for designs that have been changed to be more abstract will be 

optimal at a point (a) that is between 1 and 3 JND from the adaptation level. 

Pref(AL + 1 JND) < Pref(a> < Pref(AL + 3 JND) 

H2 Preference for designs that have been changed to be more namralistic will be 

optimal at a point (n) that is between 1 and 3 JND from the adaptation level. 

Pref(AL - 1 JND) > Pref(/i) > Pref(AL - 3 JND) 

H3 Preference for designs that have been changed to be more abstract will 

decrease below the level of preference for the adaptation-level design at point 

(A) that is 4 JND or less from the adaptation level. 

Pref(A) < Pref(AL) where 

A < AL + 4 JND 
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H4 Preference for designs that have been changed to be more naturalistic will 

decrease below the level of preference for the adaptation-level design at point 

(AO that is 4 JND or less from the adaptation level. 

Pref(iV) < Pref(AL) where 

N > AL-4 JND 

Haber (1958) found that the butterfly curve took on different shapes based on 

the characteristics of the adaptation level of the stimulus. In his research, the shape 

of the curve depended on the level of the stimulus (the temperature of water) 

established as the adaptation level. The four remaining hypotheses of the current 

study concerned anticipated differences in the shape of the butterfly curve depending 

on the level of meaning carried by the logo design and the initial level of preference 

for the adaptation level of the stimulus. Pretests measured for both of these 

independent variables (Appendices 1 and 2), allowing for them to be classified as 

having high or low levels of meaning and high or low levels of preference. 

As discussed in Chapter V, the decrease hi preference for a stimulus that has 

been changed too much from the adaptation level may be due to the fact that new 

stimuli are perceived as threatening and that a stimulus that has been changed 

drastically will be perceived as new (Zajonc 1968). The decrease in preference has 

also been explained in terms of schema theory, that if the object is too different from 

the category schema, revision of the schema is required and negative affect develops 

as a result (Conners 1964). It has also been proposed in this paper that meaning 
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associated with the stimulus is a primary factor for the determination of preference for 

the stimulus (Hoffinan 1986; Pimentel 1996). The proposition here is that one factor 

that can make an altered stimulus so different as to appear as a new stimulus, or so 

different that revision of the category schema is necessary, is the loss of the 

associated meaning for the stimulus - when the stimulus is no longer identified with 

the associated brand. This was measured by testing for recognition of the associated 

brand with each version of the logo. 

H5 Preference will decrease at or before the points and M„, for changes 

toward abstraction and naturalism respectively) at which respondents can no 

longer associate the logo with the appropriate brand (Figiire 4). 

The wording of the previous hypothesis is significant. It does not say that the 

brand name is the "meaning" of the logo. For this smdy, the term "meaning" is 

reserved for another definition, which is the number of associations that can be made 

with the logo design, not restricted to the brand name. For example, the logo for 

KFC™ is the face of Colonel Sanders"*. Associations with the logo include 

identification of KFC™, but also include "finger lickin' good," biscuits, gravy, 

picnics, buckets, and "original recipe." The fifth and sixth hypotheses included this 

definition of meaning. 

The following two hypotheses were also concerned with the symmetry 

(asymmetry) of the butterfly curve. Haber (1958) tested for preference for changes in 

water temperamre in both directions, with ±e water becoming warmer and with the 
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water becoming cooler. He found that preference depended upon the amount of 

discrepancy from the adaptation level, regardless of whether the temperamre was 

becoming warmer or cooler and concluded that the butterfly curve is symmetrical. 

The preference for water temperature was based on discrepancy from the adaptation 

level, not on a general preference for warmth or coolness. For logo designs, 

however, there is evidence that the curve may not be symmetrical. The general trend 

toward designs tiiat are more abstract (Coyne 1995; Morgan 1986) may have created 

associations in the minds of consumers, that changes toward greater abstraction 

represents making a design more up-to-date, while designs that are more naturalistic 

are interpreted as out-dated. Consequently, changes toward greater abstraction were 

expected to be preferred over changes toward more naturalism. This effect was 

expected, however, only when there was not a high level of meaning associated with 

the logo. As stated previously, there is evidence that the associated meaning of a 

visual design is an important aspect for determining preference (Hoffman 1986, 

Pimentel 1996). Just as preference was expected to be lost when the respondent can 

no longer associate the logo design with the brand, preference was also expected to be 

lost if other associations with the design are lost. For example, the depiction of the 

Rock of Gibraltar is associated with the Prudential™ companies, but it is also 

associated with the concept of stability and security. The communication of this 

association depends on the recognizability of the logo as the Rock of Gibraltar. If the 

logo is changed toward a more naturalistic representation, this communication is 
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preserved, however, further abstraction of the design may make it seem to be less of 

a representation of the Rock of Gibraltar, and the associated meanings are threatened. 

Consequently, when there is a high level of meaning associated with the logo, 

changes toward greater naturalism are expected to be preferred over changes toward 

greater abstraction. 

H6 When there is not a high level of meaning associated with the adaptation-level 

design, there will be greater preference for changes that make the design more 

abstract than for changes that make the design more naniralistic. 

Pref(a) > Pref(#i) 

where a is the point of optimal preference for images that have been changed 

to become more abstract and n is the point of optimal preference for images 

that have been changed to become more namralistic. 

H7 When there is a high level of meaning associated with the adaptation-level 

design, there will be greater preference for changes that make the design more 

naturalistic than for changes that make the design more abstract. 

Pref(/i) > Pref(fl) 

The seventh hypothesis, as well as the fifth, deal with cognitive associations, 

the eighth hypothesis deals with affective associations. Consumers have varying 

levels of preference for logo designs at their respective adaptation levels. Coca Cola™ 

learned the strength of some of these affective associations when they introduced the 

new Coke™. Blind taste tests had shown that subjects found the new formula to taste 



better. Due to the strong affective associations that consumers held for the original 

product, however, the results of the taste tests did not predict consumer preference in 

the marketplace. The eighth hypothesis predicted that when the adaptation level of 

the logo is more highly preferred, affective associations exist that will decrease the 

preference for change to the logo design. 

H8 When preference for the adaptation-level design is higher, the difference 

between preference at adaptation level and at optimum is less. 

The following chapter outlines the empirical research conducted to test these 

hypotheses, including the introduction of a method to measure the amount of 

difference between visual images. 
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STIMUU 

Selection of Logo Designs for Study 

Effective selection and development of stimuli were vital to the internal 

validity of this study. The stimuli for this smdy were logos that had been changed to 

become more abstract or more naturalistic. It was necessary to have designs to which 

these changes were possible - logos that are clearly representational. Also, to 

facilitate the changes to the design, logos were selected that are moderately abstract. 

That is, it was possible to make the design more namralistic and also more abstract, 

in several successive steps. Seventy-three logos were selected which met these 

qualifications. 

Since the adaptation level was the starting point for the changes to the designs, 

it was necessary to select logos for which adaptation levels had been established. 

Designs were tested to find those familiar to the respondents such that the respondents 

could identify the associated brand or product with at least 66% accuracy, on a recall 

basis and at least 90% accuracy on a recognition basis. It was inferred that the levels 

of exposure that created this familiarity for the design will also have facilitated the 

establishment of an adaptation level, i.e. subjects will have become adapted to the 

stimulus. Pilot pretests and Pretest I tested the 73 logo designs to identify those for 

which respondents had sufficient familiarity for the design to be included in the smdy. 
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Pretest 1 also measured levels of two independent variables of the smdy: the 

level of meaning associated with the design, and the level of preference for the design 

at the adaptation level. Different levels of these variables were represented in the 

selected stimuli - two logos for each of four cells: high meaning/high preference, 

high meaning/low preference, low meaning/high preference, and low meaning/low 

preference (Figure 6). The selected stimuli are identified only as Brands A-H because 

some of the represented companies did not give permission for their logos to appear 

in this publication. All of the companies are familiar to consumers. Each of the logo 

designs in the smdy is based on an animal or human form. 

Creation of Stimuli from Logo Designs 

Stimuli were created as pen and ink renderings. First the acmal logo was 

rendered in pen and ink (traced) so that its quality of execution was the same as the 

other stimuli. The other stimuli were created as progressive changes from the 

adaptation level in a process similar to drawing animation cells. Changes were made 

in two directions from the adaptation level. One series of designs became 

progressively more abstract. This was accomplished by reducing and eliminating 

detail, simplifying shapes, and eliminating shading or other indications of depth or 

light source. The other series of designs became progressively more naturalistic. 

This was accomplished by adding detail and shading. For this smdy, the term 

namralistic. refers to images that appear to conform more closely to images seen in 
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nature. Figure 7 shows the stimulus creation process for a fictional logo (for the 

fictional brand: Sophie Dog Treats) which was created to illustrate the process. 

Conners (1964) conducted a study regarding the perceived pleasanmess of 

visual designs (nonsense shapes) that changed in successive steps. He expressed the 

difficulty of scaling the stimuli on an interval scale. Haber (1958) conducted a smdy 

regarding discrepancy from an adaptation level of water temperature. He was able to 

use the convenient scale of degrees Centigrade. An equivalent scale does not exist for 

measurement of abstraction of visual images. Haber (1958), however, inadvertently 

suggests a possible scale for discrepancy of visual images when he compares his scale 

of temperamre degrees to just noticeable differences (JND). An ordinal scale of 

changing visual unages can be converted to an interval scale by measuring the number 

of JNDs between stimuli. 

The textbook definition of JND is "the minimum amount of difference in the 

intensity of a stimulus that can be detected 50% of the time (Mowen 1993)." Fifty 

%, however, represents chance level. This smdy originally utilized a more stringent 

definition, according to which JND is determined when the difference can be detected 

75 % of the time. Stimuli were created in hopes of being in progressive increments of 

I JND away from the adaptation level. For example, in Figure 7, the image labeled 

" + r is intended to be one JND more abstract than the adaptation level ("AL") 

version of the Sophie logo, i.e. under the testing conditions respondents should be 

able to correctly detect the difference between the AL and +• 1 stimuli in 75 % of the 
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attempts. The image labeled " +2" is intended to be two JNDs more abstract than the 

AL stimulus - differences between +1 and +2 should be detected in 75% of cases. 

The images used in the current smdy are very complex when compared to the 

simple stimuli used by Conners (1964), and the rendering of them was very time-

consuming. As will be discussed later in the chapter, it proved to be difficult to 

create such complex images at precise levels of perceived difference. Some additional 

images were created after initial testing, but it became unrealistic to expect to be able 

to fine mne the images sufficiently to get all the increments at the 75 % level so it 

became necessary to use a less stringent scale to calibrate the stimuli. Consequently, 

the images were calibrated in terms of "discemable differences" instead of JNDs. 

"Discemable differences" are defined for this smdy as differences that cannot be 

detected in every case, but at least 60% of cases. 

After rendering, the drawings were be scanned into bitmap files. These files 

were imported into the Macromedia Authorware Academic™ program which was 

used to present the stimuli to respondents as images on a computer screen. Pretest 2 

was designed to calibrate these images. 

PRETEST 1 

Phase 1 

The first phase of the first pretest was designed to measure the recognizability 

of the logo (whether respondents could identify the product or company represented 
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by the logo) and preference for the logo (a multi-item scale was administered, but a 

single scale: "I like it/I dislike it" was ultimately used as the measure of preference). 

This phase of the pretest was also designed to develop a list of associations (words or 

phrases) with the logo designs, that could be used in the second phase to measure the 

level of meaning for each logo. 

Respondents completed a written questionnaire (Appendix A). Four versions 

of the questionnaire were administered in order to cover a sufficient number of logo 

designs (38), without each respondent handling too many. Respondents were 

presented with nine or ten brand names in written form, and were asked to record any 

words that came to mind in connection with that trade name. They recorded both 

words and phrases. Respondents were further presented nine or ten unnamed logo 

designs. They were asked to record associations for the logos as they had done with 

the brand names, rate the logos on a multi-item preference scale, and identify the 

brand name represented by the logo. 

Sample size: 7 or 8 for each version of the questionnaire. Associations were 

collected for each written brand name from 7 or 8 respondents. 

Associations were collected for the unnamed logos representing the 

same brands from an additional 7 or 8 respondents. There was a total 

of 15 respondents giving associations for each brand, 7 or 8 for the 

written brand name and 7 or 8 for the unnamed logo design. 



Phase 2 

The second phase of the first pretest was designed to measure the level of 

meaning for each of the logos (Appendix B). Meaning was measured as the number 

of associations given for each logo. 

An alphabetical list of 737 numbered associations (words and phrases) was 

compiled from the responses collected in Phase 1 (Appendix C). All the associations 

from all of the logos were compiled into the same list. Respondents in Phase 2 were 

presented a copy of this list and a written questionnaire. Each respondent viewed 18 

of the remaining 36 different logos after two of the logos tested in Phase 1 were 

eliminated due to insufficient recognizability. 

Initial runs of the questionnaire indicated that there would not be enough logos 

for each of the desired cells in the 2 X 2 design. Consequently, two more logos were 

added which were anticipated to display the "low preference" needed to fill under-

represented cells. 

The questionnaire displayed the unnamed logo designs and instructed 

respondents to think of the words or phrases that came to mind in connection with 

each logo, find that word or phrase on the list, and record the associated number. 

Results for the eight logos selected for the smdy appear in the "Pretest" columns of 

Table 3 of the Results chapter. 
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Sample size: 14 for the logos that were added late, 19-22 for each of the other logos 

tested. 

PRETEST 2 

The second pretest served to calibrate the stimuli in terms of discemable 

differences. Respondents were tested to determine whether they could discriminate 

between different versions of the logo design. Pairwise comparison is recognized as 

an effective method for determining just noticeable differences (Kanungo 1968, 

Mowen 1993) which was the original intent of this pretest, as was explained 

previously. In the current study, this method proved effective for determining 

discemable differences. The stimuli were presented as a two interval forced choice 

(2IFC) (Anastasi 1968). The stimuli were exposed in pairs, one following the other, 

each for 200 ms. The respondents were asked if the two images were the same or 

different. For each pair of stimuli, respondents saw an equivalent niraiber of cases 

when there was a difference and when there wasn't. The stimuli were shown in 

various combinations with the intent of determining what interval in the progressive 

alteration represented just noticeable difference (in this case JND is defined to mean 

that the difference can be determined in 75% of trials). For example, the adaptation 

level design was tested against the next stimulus in the succession of changes toward 

greater abstraction and also against the stimulus after that. In other words, stimuli 

were tested against other stimuli that were one step away and also stimuli that were 
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two steps away. In several cases, one step away was not enough of a difference to be 

discemable - the two stimuli were judged to be the same in most cases. In most such 

cases, the difference was sufficiently discemable at two steps away, and the 

intermediate stimulus was discarded. 

Personal computers were used to conduct this pretest. The images were 

scanned into bitmap files. The Macromedia Authorware Academic software package 

was be used to present instructions to the respondents and to program the sequence of 

exposures (Appendix D). Subjects responded on a paper form as to whether the 

images were the same or different after each exposure of a pair of stimuli (Appendix 

E). 

A pilot of the pretest was run using a single PC with one respondent at a time, 

under the watchful eye of the experimenter. Some alterations were made to the 

software program based on the observations from this pilot. 

The actual pretest was conducted in a computer laboratory. Eighteen 

respondents participated at a time. Each was seated at a workstation with a PC and 

walls on three sides - so that they could not see the work of the other respondents 

(Appendix F). 

This pretest resulted in adequate sets of stimuli for four of the eight logos 

included in the smdy (Appendix G). One new stimulus each was created for the other 

four logos and were subsequently tested using the same procedures. The subsequent 

test resulted in adequate sets of stimuli for three more of the logos. For one logo. 
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represennng Brand E, the additional stimulus did not result in a continuous set of 

calibrated stimuli. The stimuli that were altered to become more naturalistic formed 

the proper sequence: a series of stimuli becoming progressively more naturalistic, 

with a discemable difference between each adjacent pair. The stimuli that were 

altered to become more abstract did not demonstrate clear differences. The stimulus 

that was designed to be one step from the adaptation level tested as being too close to 

the adaptation level - respondents only identified them as different in 56% of cases -

short of the requisite 60% to be classified as a discemable difference (Appendix H). 

Using the Sophie logo (Figure 7) as an example, the difference between Brand E's 

equivalent of the "AL" stimulus and the " + 1" stimulus could only be identified 

correctly in 56% of cases. If this stimulus (the equivalent of the " + 1" stimulus) was 

removed, however, respondents were able to recognize the difference between the 

adaptation level ("AL") stimulus and the next stimulus (the equivalent of the "+2" 

stimulus) m 100% of cases - indicating more than a discemable difference between 

the two stimuli. The Brand E logo was not eliminated from the smdy despite the 

problems. The naturalistic versions of the logo are still valid and it was hoped that 

the abstract versions may still produce information of some value. All abstract 

versions of the logo were used in the experiment, although some of them tested as 

being too close together. 
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Sample size: 32-34 for each pairwise comparison after 2 respondents were eliminated 

from the sample because their performance (% of correct responses) 

was below the mean performance by more than 2 standard deviations. 

SUBJECTS 

Undergraduate smdents at a southwestern university served as subjects in this 

study. Some of them came from the Introduction to Marketing course. As this is a 

required course for all business smdents, subjects included smdents from all business 

majors. Sections of this course also include some smdents from outside the business 

school. This is the first marketing course for virtually all of the smdents. Therefore 

they are expected to be less likely to bias results by determining the intent of the 

study. Additional subjects were recruited from the Psychology 101 (Introduction) 

course. They are also expected to have insufficient background to determine the 

intent of the smdy. A small pilot smdy was conducted using a class of graphic design 

smdents who were seniors. The data from this sample has been kept separate from 

data from other samples. 

Early pretests relied on volunteers for subjects. Later experiments utilized 

subjects for whom participation in an experiment is a course requirement. In either 

case, there is some self-selection involved. Those who are required to participate 

have a choice between different experiments. They are allowed to read a brief 

description of each. There is the possibility of a bias if the experiments are more 
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appealing to certain types of students, such as those with a greater interest in visual 

design. Previous research regarding preference for visual images utilized similar 

subjects (Pimentel 1996). The respondents in this sample ranged in terms of visual 

design background from "none" to respondents who had completed related college 

course work and created visual designs as part of their employment. A sample of the 

respondents of the current study responded to questions regarding their visual design 

background. Their responses reflected a similar cross section to the earlier smdy 

(Pimentel 1996). 

This study was designed to test preference for changes to familiar designs. 

International smdents who have been in the United States for a very short time may 

not yet be familiar with the stimulus designs. It was not possible to deny such 

smdents the oppormnity to participate in the smdy, but their responses were deleted 

prior to analysis of the data. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experiment was conducted as a self-administered questionnaire (Appendix 

I). Nine versions of the questionnaire were needed to cover all of the between-

subjects measurements. Data from international respondents was deleted before 

analysis. The cover sheet includes a brief explanation of logo designs and states that 

occasionally, companies make changes in the appearance of their logos. 
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The first section of the questionnaire tested for preference for the various 

versions of the logos on a between-subjects basis. Seven or eight different stimuli 

were presented to each respondent, each at a different level of abstraction, and each 

from a different logo. An exception is that it was necessary to have some respondents 

view two versions of the Brand E logo, one abstract and one namralistic, due to the 

extra large set of stimuli for that logo. This occurred in 41 cases, but does not 

appear to have been a problem because in only three of these cases (7.3%) were the 

respondents able to identify that the two stimuli came from the same logo. 

Respondents were asked to rate their preference for these stimuli using an 

abbreviated version of the multi-item scale that was used in Pretest I. In order to 

cover all the stimuli on a between-subjects basis, it was necessary to create nine 

different versions of the questionnaire. 

This section of the questionnaire was designed as one measure of preference 

for the various stimuli, to be used for examining all of the hypotheses. It provided 

data for determining whether the general butterfly curve predicted in Hypotheses 1-4 

is an appropriate representation of preference for logo designs. 

Preference data for Brands A, B, E, and F, which were determined in the 

pretests to have relatively low levels of meaning, were intended to be used to test 

Hypothesis 6, which predicted that in cases where there is not high meaning, changes 

toward greater abstraction would be preferred over changes toward greater namralism. 

Levels of meaning were retested during the experiment. Based on the results of the 



retest. Brand A can no longer be clearly classified as having either a low or high level 

of meaning. Brand H, however, is reclassified as having a low level of meaning 

instead of high meaning as indicated by the pretests. 

Preference data for Brands C, D, G, and H, determined in the pretests to have 

relatively high levels of meaning, were intended to test Hypothesis 7, which predicted 

that when there is high meaning, changes toward greater naturalism would be 

preferred over changes toward greater abstraction. Only brands C and G retested as 

having high levels of meaning. 

To test Hypothesis 8, which predicted differences in the preference curve 

depending on the level of preference for the logo at the adaptation level, preference 

ratings for Brands A, B, C, and D (higher preference for adaptation level) were 

compared against preference ratings for Brands E, F, G, and H (lower preference for 

adaptation level). 

Sample size: 16-21 for each stimulus. 

The same stimuli were presented again in the second section of the 

questioMiaire and respondents were asked to identify the name of the company or 

brand represented by the design. This was intended to determine at which point for 

each logo, respondents lost the connection between the logo design and the brand. 
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The data firom this section was used to test Hypothesis 5 which predicted a drop in 

preference when the stimulus was no longer associated with the brand. 

Sample size: 16-21 for each stimulus. 

The third section of the questionnaire tested for preference for different 

versions of a logo on a within-subjects basis. Respondents were presented with three 

piles of logo cards, each pile included different versions of the same logo. One of the 

piles was the complete set of stimuli for one of the logos. Another pile was a 

different logo at adaptation level plus the versions that were more naturalistic. The 

third pile was the adaptation level of yet another logo plus the versions that were 

more abstract. Respondents were asked to sort each pile in order of preference and to 

record the identifying letter Gabeled randomly) of each stimulus in that same order. 

This allowed for comparative judgements between stimuli as was the case in the 

earlier experiments concerning adaptation level theory (Haber 1958, Conners 1964). 

The half-sets of stimuli were included in the smdy because adaptation level theory 

suggests a bi-modal curve for preference. The inclusion of the half-sets allows for a 

possibility of determining whether the sorting task affects the relative preference 

rankings. The data from this section serves as another measure of preference along 

with the data from the first section. 
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After ranking the stimuli according to preference, the respondents were asked 

to identify the version of the logo "currently in use," i.e. the adaptation level. This 

provided an opportunity to evaluate the validity of considering the current version of 

the logo to represent a true adaptation level. 

Sample size: 16-21 for each pile of cards, which equals 32-42 for each logo (one full 

set or two half-sets). 

In three of the nine versions of the questionnaire, the third section of the 

questionnaire was distinctive. In these versions, one of the within-subjects/within-

logos sorting tasks was replaced with a within-subjects/between-logos sorting task. In 

one case, respondents were asked to put the adaptation level versions of all the 

different logos in order of preference. This served as an additional measure of the 

respondents' preference for the different logos at the adaptation level, for classifying 

the stimuli. In another case, the most abstract versions of each logo were ranked by 

preference. In the third case, the most naturalistic versions of each logo were ranked 

in order of preference. Preferences were checked for stimuli at the two extremes 

with the intent of developing some information about relative preferences when the 

stimuli cannot be easily associated with a brand name. 

Sample size: 59 for the adaptation level sorting task 
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21 for the abstract sorting task 

16 for the naturalistic sorting task 

Some of the respondents who did the sorting task for all the logos at adaptation 

level were also asked to rate preferences for the companies or products represented by 

the logos. They responded using the same multi-item scale as was used in the first 

section of the questionnaire. In addition, they were asked to respond on a Likert 

scale, theu: level of agreement with the statement that they would like to wear 

clothing that displays the logo. This task was included as a possible source of 

information that could lead to future research if results did not conform to the 

hypotheses. 

Sample size: 47 

The fourth section of the questionnaire tested whether the respondents are able 

to order the stimuli in terms of levels of abstraction. An explanation was given of the 

terms "namralistic" and "abstract," along with a visual example - naturalistic and 

abstract versions of a recognizable logo other than those used as stimuli. Respondents 

were presented with a pile of cards that included the entire set of stimuli for a logo (a 

different logo than those used in the preference sorting tasks). The intent of this 

section of the questionnaire was to test how readily respondents could order stimuli in 
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terms of abstraction. This was important to determine because, if this is easily 

accomplished, it may be used as a heuristic for ranking stimuli by preference in the 

between-subjects portion of the study. Consequently, preference rankings that 

differed from abstraction ordering would be particularly meaningful. 

Sample size: 13-15 for each logo 

In one version of the questionnaire, the abstraction sorting task was different. 

In this case, respondents were asked to rank the adaptation level versions of all the 

different logos in order of abstraction. This was done to gather additional information 

that may provide possible insights that would lead to possible future research. The 

current smdy examined preference for levels of abstraction in relation to the 

abstraction of the adaptation level. This additional information was considered to 

possibly lead to future research regarding absolute levels of abstraction. 

Sample size: 21 

The fifth section of the questionnaire repeated the second phase of Pretest 1 to 

measure levels of meaning. Respondents were presented with the adaptation level 

version of four of the logos and were asked to think of associations, find them on the 

word list, and record the corresponding identifying numbers. This was done to 
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determine whether the logos classified as having higher or lower levels of meaning 

based on results from pretest respondents could be classified the same for experiment 

respondents - those that rated the stimuli for preference. 

The questionnaire (Appendix I) presented each of the logos with four blank 

lines under each, onto which respondents were expected write as many numbers as 

there were associations that came to mind. During the first two administrations of the 

questionnaire, some respondents interpreted the four lines to mean that they should 

record exactly four associations for each stimulus. This was a problem since the 

number of associations recorded was the measure for die level of meaning for the 

stimulus. The data from those respondents was removed from the smdy. In 

subsequent administrations, respondents were verbally encouraged to write as few or 

as many associations as came to mind for each logo. No explanation of the 

measurement method was given. 

Sample size: 98-104 for each logo 

The fmal section of the questionnaire asked for the respondents' sex, age, 

college major and minor, and whether English was their primary language. The last 

was included as a cohort to determine which respondents were international students 

and, consequently, may have had less experience with the logos. In 25% of the 

questionnaires, this section included questions designed to measure the respondents' 
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level of expertise for visual design. They asked for information regarding the 

respondents' background with visual design; courses, jobs, hobbies, and interests. 

This was done to provide information about individual differences and preference that 

may lead to fiimre research. The graphic designers and marketing managers who 

make decisions about changes in logo design are expected to have a certain level of 

expertise regarding visual design. It would be significant if their preferences ran 

contrary to that of individuals with less expertise. An exploratory smdy revealed that 

different levels of expertise are associated with different preferences for visual images 

(Pimentel 1996). 



Table 1 

Pretest Measures for Recognizability Compared 
with Experiment Measures for Recognizability 

Brand Pretest Experiment 

A 83.3 86.1 

B 87.5 57.9 

C 83.3 97.6 

D 90.0 100.0 

E 100.0 92.1 

F 76.9 77.8 

G 100.0 100.0 

H 66.7 72.2 



Vm. RESULTS 
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RECOGNIZABIUTY 

Measures from the pretests were used to identify logos that were sufficiently 

recognizable for an adaptation level to have been established. A level of 66% correct 

recall identification was established for inclusion of a logo in the experiment- Of the 

original 73 logos pretested, 38 had sufficient recognizability to proceed to the next 

phase of the pretests. The percentage of correct recall identification was also 

measured in the experiment (Table 1). Brand B had the lowest level of recall in die 

experiment. This may be because the logo represents a company that produces many 

products for industrial customers, and does less consumer marketing than other 

companies represented in the smdy. It is not clear why the logo for Brand B had 

lower recall in the experiment than it did in the pretest. In the experiment it was 

correctly identified in a majority of cases (58%), for the most recognizable version of 

the logo. In this case, the version of the logo that tested as most recognizable was 

not the current version of the logo, instead it was the version that was one discemable 

difference more naturalistic than the current version. This raises the question as to 

whether a true adaptation level had been established among the respondents for the 

logo of Brand B. 

In addition to testing whether respondents could identify the brand name by 

viewing the logo, respondents were also tested to determine whether they could 



Table 2 

Idennficanon of Current Version of Logo 

Average # of 
Brand % Correct Positions Off 

A 78.8 0.2 

B 55.6 0.9 

C 92.3 0.1 

D 91.7 0.2 

E 71.6 0.5 

F 51.6 0.6 

G 66.7 0.8 

H 29.2 1.4 



identify the current version of the logo. This was accomplished during the sorting 

tasks for within-subjects preference and abstraction level measures. The data from 

that activity appear in Table 2. The information in Table 2 is distinct from the 

information in Table 1 in that Table I indicates respondents' ability to identify the 

brand name associated with the logo, and Table 2 indicates respondents' ability to 

identify the current version of the logo from among various versions of the same 

logo. The "% Correct" measure in Table 2 is the percentage of cases in which the 

current version of the logo was correctly identified. Additional data have been 

included in the table to give an indication of how far off the misses were. In the case 

of Brand H, the correct current version was identified in only 29.2% of cases, and the 

average respondent missed the correct version by more than one position (more than 

one discemable difference) - that is, their incorrect selection was often not one of the 

versions most similar to the current version. This could hardly be considered an 

image to which the respondents had become "adapted." There was also a relatively 

low success rate for identifying the current version of Brand F (51.6%). But since 

the average respondent missed by 0.6 positions, that means that most respondents who 

did not identify the current version correctly, were off by only one position. 

PREFERENCE FOR AL AND LEVEL OF MEANING 

Measures from the pretests were used to identify logos that would fit in the 

cells of the 2X2 design - high or low preference for the adaptation level and high or 
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Table 3 

Pretest Ratings for Preference for 
the Adaptation Level (AL), and Level of Meaning 

Compared with Experiment Ratings for Same 

Preference for AL Level of Meaning 
Brand Pretest Experiment Pretest Experiment 

A 6.7 High 7.2 High 1.8 Low 4.0 Medium 

B 6.6 High 6.5 High L7 Low 3.2 Low 

C 7.3 High 7.9 High 3.1 High 4.6 High 

D 6.7 High 7.9 High 2.4 High 3.8 Medium 

E 4.9 Low 5.7 Low 1.7 Low 3.6 Medium 

F 4.6 Low 5.2 Low 1.5 Low 3.6 Medium 

G 4.7 Low 5.9 Low 2.7 High 4.2 High 

H 4.8 Low 5.3 Low 2.2 High 2.7 Low 



Figure 8 

Caiegorizatioii of Logos for Sdmuli from Pretests 

Low Meaning High Meaning 

High Brand A Brand C 
Preference 
for AL Brand B Brand D 

Low Brand E Brand G 
Preference 
for AL Brand F Brand H 

Categorization of Logos for Stimuli from Experiment 

Low Meaning High Meaning 

High 
Preference Brand B Brand C 
for AL 

Low 
Preference Brand H Brand G 
for AL 
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low levels of meaning associated with the logo. Similar to a normal distribution, 

most of the logos fell into middle ranges for both of these variables. Ultimately, two 

logos were found for each of the four cells with ratings extreme enough that they 

were distincdy in their respective cells, with a 90% confidence level (Figure 6 in 

Methods chapter). 

The preference and meaning variables were measured again for the 

respondents who participated in the experiment. All but one of the measures for 

preference for the adaptation level were higher in the experiment than in the pretests 

(Table 3), but the relative positions remained the same. The four logos measured as 

relatively highly-preferred in the pretest, measured as such again. The four logos 

measured as less highly preferred, again had relatively low preference scores. 

The measures for the level of meaning were not as consistent between the 

pretest and the experiment. All of the ratings were higher for the experiment than for 

the pretest (Table 3), but they did not maintain their relative positions. Four of the 

logos (Brands A, D, E, and F) were measured in the experiment as having levels of 

meaning that were neither high enough, nor low enough to be classified in either 

category with 90% confidence. One more logo (Brand H), which was classified as 

having a high level of meaning in the pretest, had the lowest meaning rating of all in 

the experiment, and was reclassified from the high meaning category to the low 

meaning category (Figure 8). 
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As indicated in Figure 8, only one logo remains in each cell of the 2X2 

design, and only these four could be used to evaluate the hypotheses that deal with the 

level of meaning associated with the logos. All eight of the logos could be used, 

however to evaluate the hypotheses that deal with the level of preference for the 

adaptation level as they could all still be classified as distinctly higher or lower 

preference. 

PREFERENCE FOR DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF THE SAiME LOGO - THE 

SHAPE OF THE CURVE 

Measures for preference discussed in previous sections of this chapter have 

been comparative measures between logos of the relative preference for the version of 

the logo currently in use for the different brands. This section concerns measures of 

preference for different degrees of change to the same logo. 

The experiment included two different measures of preference for different 

versions of the logo. Within-subjects measures were taken to get a clear idea of 

ordinal preference between versions of the logo. These measures are also consistent 

with the within-subjects measures used in the earlier adaptation-level theory research 

by Haber (1958) and Conners (1964), allowing for comparisons to these earlier 

smdies. 

In addition to the ordinal within-subjects measures, between-subjects measures 

were also taken. These provided interval data. While the within-subjects data 
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established ordinal preference, the between-subjects data quantified the differences m 

preference, i.e. how much better was one stimulus liked than another. 

The figures in Appendix J show both between-subjects data and various 

versions of within-subjects data. The between-subjects measures of preference 

(interval data) can be compared between logos for different brands, for example, 

optimal preference for Brand A can be compared with optimal preference for Brand 

B. Because the within-subjects data are ordinal, the only comparisons that can be 

done between brands is whether the different versions are ordered in the same 

sequence, i.e. whether the curves slope in the same direction. 

The within-subjects data are also presented in an adjusted form. This was 

done because the hypotheses are based on changes from an adaptation level. In 

several cases, respondents misidentified the current version of the logo. The 

adjustment was made in such cases so that the perceived current version rather than 

the actual current version was coded as the adaptation level of the logo for that 

respondent. 

The between-subjects interval data was evaluated using f statistics to determine 

the confidence interval (90%) for the mean preference for each stimulus. The within-

subjects data were ordinal and required a nonparametric statistical test. A sign test 

was used to determine whether the difference in preference between two stimuli was 

statistically significant. The results of the test appear in Appendix K. 
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Figure 9 

Brand D 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 
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Figure 10 

Brand D 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Son 

-3  - 2  AL -4  -1 •rl + 2 +4 
•*- Naturalistic Abstract -• 

Discrepancy from AL (Discernable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL {p <. 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL {p > .100) 



Figure 11 

Brand F 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Inierval Data - Between Subjects 
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Figure 12 

Brand F 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 

-3  - 2  +2 -1 + 1 -1-3 -4  +4 
Naturalistic Abstract -• 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p< .100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p>. 100) 
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The first four hypotheses predicted a bimodal, butterfly curve for preference 

for changes to a familiar logo. The data contradicted this assertion. Instead, in most 

cases there was a distinctly unimodal curve, with the highest preference at the 

adaptation level. Figures 9 and 10 show the between-subjects and within-subjects 

preference curves for Brand D. 

Hypothesis 1 - Not Supported 

Hypothesis 1 predicted that there was a version of the logo, more abstract than 

the adaptation level version, that was preferred over the adaptation level version. 

This would appear as a higher point, a (see Figure 3 in Hypotheses chapter), on the 

curve to the right of the adaptation level. Such a point was generally not found on 

the preference curves. The most likely exception was found on the between-subjects 

curve for Brand F (Figure 11) at the +2 level (two discemable differences more 

abstract than the adaptation level). The difference between the preference for this 

point and the preference for the adaptation level was not statistically significant at the 

90% confidence level. Additionally, the preference for this point was lower than that 

for the adaptation level on the within-subjects curve (with p=.006. Figure 12). 

Similar points appear on preference curves for Brands E and H (see Appendix 

J), but again, the differences between the preference for the adaptation level and 

preference for the more abstract version were not statistically significant. 

Consequently, Hypothesis I is not supponed. 



Figure 13 

Brand H 
(Low Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
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o Not significantly different from A L  ( p > .  100) 



Figure 14 

Brand H 
(Low Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 
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Figure 15 

Brand B 
(High Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Son 

- 2  AL +3 -3  -1 +2 -4  +1 +4 
Naturalistic Abstract -*• 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL fp < .100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p >. 100) 



Figure 16 

Brand B 
(High Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Witliin Subjects - Full Sort 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 
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Hypothesis 2 - Not Supported 

Hypothesis 2 predicted that there was a version of the logo, more naturalistic 

than the adaptation level version, that was preferred over the adaptation level version. 

This would appear as a higher point, n (see Figure 3 in the Hypotheses chapter) on 

the curve to the left of the adaptation level. These points were not found. 

As with the first hypothesis, there are versions of the logos that appear at 

higher points on the preference curves than preference for the adaptation-level 

version. In most of these cases, either the differences between the preference level 

and the preference for the more naturalistic version are not statistically significant, or 

the differences were small. 

On the half-sort within-subjects curve for the logo of Brand H (Figure 13), the 

points at the -2 and -3 levels showed preference that were higher than preference for 

the adaptation level with statistical significance. Most of the difference disappeared, 

however, when the data were adjusted to perceived adaptation levels to account for 

respondent misidentification of the current version of the logo (Figure 14). 

The full-sort within-subjects curve for the logo of Brand B (Figure 15) showed 

two naturalistic versions with preference higher than that for the adaptation level. As 

with the previous example, however, differences were greatly reduced when the data 

were adjusted for perceived adaptation levels (Figure 16). 

Hypothesis 2 is not supponed. 
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Hypothesis 3 - Supported 

While the first two hypotheses predicted an upturn in preference with changes 

in the logo design, the third and fourth hypotheses predicted a subsequent downturn 

with additional change. Hypothesis 3 predicted specifically that points (A - see Figure 

3 in the Hypotheses chapter) would be found on the abstraction side of the curve (the 

right side) that were lower in preference than the adaptation level. It further 

predicted that such points would be found four just-noticeable differences (JND) or 

less from the adaptation level. Subsequent developments in the research translated 

this to four discemable differences or less. 

This hypothesis was well supported by the data. The most convenient 

preference curves for testing this hypothesis were the within-subjects full-sort curves 

(see Appendix J). For every brand the hypothesized point was found (with statistical 

significance, a=.10) at the +1 level (one discemable difference more abstract than 

the adaptation level). The sign test showed that the difference was statistically 

significant in each case. 

Hypothesis 3 is supported. 

Hypothesis 4 - Supported 

The fourth hypothesis was supported by data from the same curves as were 

used to support the third hypothesis (see Appendix J). This hypothesis predicted a 

point, N (see Figure 3 in the Hypotheses chapter), lower in preference than the 



Figure 17 

Brand C 
(High Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
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adaptation level and not more than four JND (changed to discemable differences) 

more naturalistic than the adaptation level. This point was found for Brands A, C, 

and D at the -1 level (one discemable difference more naturalistic than the adaptation 

level), for Brands F and G at the -2 level, and for Brand E at the -3 level. 

The point N was not found for Brands B and H. None of the versions on the 

left side of the curves (versions more naturalistic than the current version of the logo) 

have preference that is different from the "adaptation level" with statistical 

significance. The question has already been raised, however, as to whether there is 

are actual adaptation levels in the cases of Brand B and Brand H. 

Hypothesis 4 is supported. 

Hypothesis 5 - Supported 

Hypothesis 5 predicted that when a logo was changed enough so that 

respondents could no longer identify the corresponding brand name, preference would 

be decreasmg at that point. So the point at which recognition dropped below 50% 

(M„ or for the naturalistic or abstract side respectively) should have been on a 

downward sloping portion of the curve. For the current data, this translated to a 

prediction that the points and would be at the same point, or farther from the 

adaptation level than points N and A, respectively, from Hypotheses 3 and 4. Figure 

17 shows these points on the preference curve for Brand C. 
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Recognition never dropped below 50% for any version of Brands D and G, 

nor on the abstraction side for Brand A (Appendix L). So there was no Af„ for 

Brands D and G, and no for Brands A, D, and G. Brand B also had no M„ nor 

Af„ since recognition level was less than 50% at the point that should have been the 

adaptation level. 

The hypothesis was supponed by data from Brands C, E, F, H, and the 

naturalism side of Brand A. There is no data to directly refute the hypothesis (such 

as or Ma on an upward sloping portion of a curve), so the hypothesis is supported. 

Hypothesis 6 - Not Supported 

The sixth hypothesis predicted that when there was not a high level of 

meaning, there would be greater preference for changes that made the design more 

abstract than for changes that made the design more namralistic. It was expected that 

this hypothesis could be tested by comparing the relative levels of the points n and a. 

As points n and a generally failed to appear in the smdy, another measure was 

substimted for test the hypothesis. Instead, pairwise comparisons of ordinal data were 

made and the data were analyzed using a nonparametric sign test to determine 

whether preferences in general were for changes toward greater abstraction or toward 

greater naturalism (Appendix M). 
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The sign test shows that for both brands, naturalistic versions were preferred 

over abstract versions (both at p= < .001). This result is the opposite of the 

prediction by the hypothesis, so Hypothesis 6 is not supponed. 

Hypothesis 7 - Not Supported 

The seventh hypothesis concerned logos that had a high level of meaning, 

Brand C and Brand G. It predicted that when there is a high level of meaning, there 

would be greater preference for changes that made the design more naturalistic than 

for changes that made the design more abstract. 

The sign test shows a preference for changes toward naturalism for Brand C 

{p= < .001), but preference for changes toward abstraction for Brand G (p= < .001), 

so Hypothesis 7 is not supported. 

Hypothesis 8 - Not Tested 

The eighth hypothesis regarded the difference between preference for the 

adaptation-level design and the optimal level of preference. Since the adaptation level 

generally was the optimal level of preference, this hypothesis was not testable. 
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GENERAL SHAPE OF THE CURVE 

The hypotheses predicted a bimodal butterfly curve to represent preference for 

changes to familiar logo designs. Instead, the data revealed that an inverted-U is a 

better representation. Within-subjects data indicated that the adaptation level was 

generally the most preferred version of the logo - preferred over changes of any sort. 

An examination of the between-subjects data, however, showed that the difference in 

preference between the adaptation level and adjacent levels is not great in most cases. 

So, instead of finding versions of the design, close to the adaptation level, that were 

preferred over the adaptation level, as predicted in the first two hypotheses, versions 

close to the adaptation level were found to be slightly lower in preference. 

While the inverted-U shape of the preference curves did not support the first 

two hypothesis, it was consistent with the third and fourth hypotheses which predicted 

that versions further from the adaptation level would have lower levels of preference. 

The eighth hypothesis assiraied that the preference curve would be a bimodal 

butterfly curve. It predicted that difference between preference for the adaptation 

level and the optimal preference would be less for logos that had a high level of 

preference at the adaptation level. Graphically, this would appear as a dip at the 

center that is less deep. With the inverted-U curve, there is no dip and the adaptation 
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level is itself the optimal level of preference. Consequently, the eighth hypothesis 

could not be tested. 

REAL-WORLD STIMUU 

Previous smdies regarding adaptation-level theory, have been very careful to 

use sterile, non-meaningfiil stimuli. Haber (1958) used different temperatures of 

water. Conners (1964) used abstract geometric shapes carefully designed to avoid 

being representational. The adaptation levels for the stimuli were established by 

prolonged or repeated exposure in the controlled experimental setting. The current 

study broke new ground by using stimuli that were intentionally representational and 

meaningful. Adaptation levels were established by promotional activities and general 

exposure in the marketplace, ^ ^ 

The results of this smdy suggest that preferences for changes are different for 

real-world, meaningful stimuli than for sterile laboratory stimuli. It appears that 

some variable or variables that exist in the marketplace may have a stronger influence 

on preferences for changes than the dynamics that create adaptation-level theory 

results in the laboratory. 

In exploratory research (Pimentel 1996), respondents placed primary 

importance on the subject matter of a visual image when explaining preference for the 

image. Perhaps when this variable is present, adaptation-level theory is no longer 
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appropriate, and there is a general preference for the familiar, or general resistance to 

change. 

This smdy does not explain the general resistance to change, but it helps to 

raise some questions for future research. One such question regards the possible 

connection between attimde toward the logo and attitude toward the product or 

company represented by the logo. A small amount of data was collected in this smdy 

regarding preference for the companies and products represented by the logos. As 

indicated by Figure 18, the four brands that had the highest preference for the logo at 

the adaptation level, also appear as the four with the highest preference for the 

product or company. 

If the preference for the logo is largely determined by preference for the 

brand, resistance to change in the logo may be associated with resistance to an 

inferred corresponding change in the product. 

Aside firom the associations that can be made with the logo, a certain amount 

of preference comes from the visual design aspects of the logo. This study controls 

for an aspect of this, by measuring and controlling for levels of abstraction. An 

attempt was made to control the execution quality of the designs. This was done by 

having all the stimuli created by the same individual, using the same materials. 

Despite these precautions, due to the complexity of the images, there is always the 

possibility that some of the versions were drawn better than others. This suggests 

fumre research in which different artists create sets of stimuli for the same logos. 



These stimuli could be used to test the effects of abstraction levels versus the effects 

of different execution styles and abilities of the artists. If respondents consider 

versions other than the adaptation level to be less well executed, this could contribute 

to resistance to changes from the adaptation level design. 

The complexity of the images also contributed to the difficulty in creating 

levels of change accurately enough to calibrate stimuli using just-noticeable 

differences, instead of settling for "discemable differences." Some benefit may come 

from future research that uses simpler real-world stimuli, in order to leam how to 

more accurately create incremental changes in stimuli. 

COGNITIVE EFFORT 

It is also possible that resistance to change of the logo is based on the role that 

the logo plays. This smdy has referred to logos as "quick visual shorthand" for 

brands and brand equity. Changes in the logo may initially diminish the logo's 

efficacy in this function, and require more cognitive effort on the part of the 

consumer (Alba and Hutchinson 1987), either because the logo itself is not as readily 

recognized, or because there is cognitive effort required to consider whether there is 

also a change in the brand. 



EXPOSURE EFFECTS 

Some of the preference for the logo may be independent of attimdes regarding 

the associated brand. Much research has been conducted regarding exposure effects 

for stimuli. The Literature Review of this smdy refers to the two-factor model of 

exposure effects (Berlyne 1970; Bomstein 1989). The first portion of the two-factor 

model is based on the research of Zajonc (1968) who found that while objects 

presented for the first time are perceived as threatening, repeated exposures reduce 

the threat and increase liking for the object. This aspect of exposure effects appears 

to be consistent with the results of the current smdy. The adaptation-level version of 

the design, to which respondents had been exposed many times, would be expected to 

result in higher preference than would designs being viewed for the first time. 

The second portion of the two-factor model was presented in the Literamre 

Review as support for the hypothesized butterfly curve. The second factor of the 

model is the onset of boredom effects that would reduce the preference for a stimulus 

viewed too many times (Berlyne 1970; Bomstein 1989). The current smdy revealed 

no evidence of boredom effects - the version viewed the most was the most preferred. 

Novelty effects (Berlyne 1971) were also cited as support for a predicted 

butterfly curve, with new stimuli being viewed as more interesting and pleasing. 

There was no evidence of such effects in the current smdy, otherwise the adaptation-

level version of the logos would not have consistently been the most preferred. 
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While boredom effects and novelty effects were not found for the current 

smdy, they could have been an explanation of the experimental results that produced 

butterfly curves for Haber (1958) and Conners (1964). Perhaps the difference in the 

results reflects differences in the maimer in which the exposures occurred. In both 

cases, exposure to the stimulus was assumed to create an adaptation level, but the 

exposures occurred under different conditions. 

Bomstein's (1989) meta-analysis regarding exposure effects reports several 

variables that can affect respondents' reactions to repeated exposures of a stimulus. 

These variables represent some of the differences in the exposure of stimuli in this 

study as compared with the smdies of Haber (1958) and Conners (1964). These 

variables will be presented in terms of how they can affect the ability of additional 

exposure to create higher preference - boredom and novelty effects will not be 

considered in this discussion. 

One factor that has been shown to affect exposure effects is the sequence of 

stimulus presentation (Bomstein 1989, Harrison and Berkowitz 1977). In a 

homogeneous sequence, the same stimulus is shown repeatedly without the showing 

other stimuli. Greater exposure effects (greater increases in preference per additional 

exposure) have been found when a heterogeneous sequence has been used, with 

exposures of the stimulus mixed among exposures of other stimuli. The exposures in 

this smdy were those that occurred in the marketplace, which provides a 

heterogeneous sequence of stimuli exposure. The exposure sequences in ±e Haber 
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(1958) and Conners (1964) snidies could best be described as homogeneous, exposure 

of the stimulus was continuous, without interruption by other stimuli. Consequently, 

the exposures in the current study would be expected to be more efficacious in 

promoting preference. 

A delay between the repeated exposures of a stimulus and the measiurement of 

preference has also been found to enhance exposure effects (Bomstein 1989, Harrison 

and Berkowitz 1977). The Haber (1958) and Conners (1964) smdies included no such 

delays. For the current smdy, however, namral delays occurred between the 

exposures of the stimuli in the marketplace and the measurement of preference in the 

experiment. 

The complexity of the stimuli is a third factor that affects exposure effects, 

with more complex stimuli receiving greater increases with repeated exposures 

(Bomstein 1989, Harrison and Berkowitz 1977). Haber (1958) utilized water 

temperature as stimuli. Conners (1964) used simple geometric shapes that were far 

less complex than the stimuli used in the current study. 

For each of these three variables, the current smdy would be expected to show 

greater exposure effects than the previous studies (Haber 1958, Conners 1964). 

Additional research may be warranted to determine whether differences in exposure 

effects are enough to explain the difference in preference results which were described 

by a butterfly curve in the Haber (1958) and Coimers (1964) smdies and by an 

inverted-U in this smdy. Perhaps the more favorable conditions of exposure and the 
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complexity of the images prevented the onset of boredom effects for the logos in the 

current study. Further smdy could control for these variables and determine the 

effect on the shape of the resulting preference curve for changes. Procedures could 

be established whereby Conners' (1964) stimuli would be presented in a 

heterogeneous sequence, with delays. Additional facets could be added to the 

geometric images to increase the complexity. The stimuli could then be tested to 

determine if the butterfly curve still results due to boredom effects, or if the 

preference curve becomes an inverted-U as found in the current study. 

MEANING 

Perhaps the difference in the results between the earlier studies and the current 

smdy involves the level of meaning associated with the logos. It was the intent of this 

smdy to examine the impact of meaning on consumer preference for changes in 

familiar logo designs. The discrepancy of measurements between the pretests and the 

experiment suggest possible difficulties with the method used for measuring meaning. 

The failure to find support for Hypotheses 6 and 7, which predicted different 

preferences for greater naturalism or greater abstraction depending on the level of 

meaning of the logo, may be connected to the difficulties in measxiring meaning. 

Additional research could investigate more appropriate measures. For the current 

smdy, meaning was defmed as a quantity of associations. It does not take into 

account the possibility of different levels of importance or intensity of the different 
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associations. Perhaps a compensatory model would be a more appropriate 

representation, where respondents are tested not only for associations but also for the 

different levels of importance of the different associations. 

It is also possible that for logos with a sufficient level of recognizability to 

have created an adaptation level, there is not a great enough range in levels of 

meaning to result in identifiable differences in preference for changes in logo designs. 

This is suggested by the results of the current smdy. Brand B and Brand H were the 

logos that tested as having the lowest levels of meaning. In both case, it become 

questionable as to whether true adaptation levels had been established (respondents 

had difficulty identifying the current version of Brand B, and identifying the brand 

name associated with Brand H). 

The stimuli used by Haber (1958) and Conners (1964) were intentionally 

meaningless. They created adaptation levels without creating meaning. Possible 

fumre research could test whether the presence or absence of meaning explains the 

difference between the inverted-U of this smdy and the butterfly curves of the Haber 

(1958) and Conners (1964) smdies. This may be accomplished by starting with 

unknown logos and creating adaptation levels through exposure in the laboratory. 

Narratives could be used to create meaning for some of the logos. Respondents could 

then be tested for preference for changes to the meaningful and meaningless logos. 
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VISUAL DESIGN EXPERTISE 

This study was intended to determine preferences for changes to logo designs 

for consumers as an aggregate. Prior research indicates, however, that some 

individual differences may be significant for preference for visual images. A pilot 

smdy (Pimentel 1996) found that those with expertise regarding visual design used 

different criteria for preference than did those lacking such expertise. 

Winston and Cupchik (1992) found distinctions for determinants of preference 

between naive viewers and experienced viewers of artwork. Naive viewers tend to 

focus on subject matter and prefer familiar images that provide inmiediate 

gratification. Experienced viewers are more likely to appreciate aesthetic qualities of 

the work. They also are more willing to expend effort when viewing an. Based on 

these differences, experienced viewers appear more likely to prefer some change to 

existing logo designs. That is, experienced viewers are more likely than naive 

viewers to have preferences that could be described by a butterfly curve. Naive 

viewers, with their emphasis on the familiar, are more likely to prefer no change, and 

have preferences that could be described by an inverted-U. 

To test whether this notion warrants more study, a pilot run of the within-

subjects preference task was administered to a graphic design class of university 

seniors. This pilot was run prior to calibration of the stimuli, so some versions of the 

logos were included that did not survive to the experiment. The respondents 

performed a sorting preference task using the logos from Brand D and Brand F. The 
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Figure 20 
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results of the test are displayed in Figure 19 and Figure 20. Initially, there appears to 

be a butterfly curve for Brand F (Figure 20). The sample size (n=7) is too small, 

however, to draw any real conclusions. Also, the curve reverts to an invened-U once 

the data is adjusted to account for misidentified current versions of the logo. 

Although the test was not conclusive, there are many examples of evidence of 

an implicit belief amongst graphic design and marketing professionals, in adaptation-

level theory and representation of preference for change by the butterfly curve. 

Aaker (1991) mentions that logos need to be updated occasionally, and many 

companies follow that policy such as The Prudential, Betty Crocker, John Deere, 

KFC (Morgan 1986), KMart (Kiley 1990), Pepsi (Kerr 1991), Procter and Gamble 

(New York Times 1991), Owens Coming (Feder 1992), Xerox (Collins 1994), Diet 

Coke (1994), Starbucks (Forbes 1995), and Sunset Magazine (Seabolt 1996). 

The generalized interpretation of the hypotheses of this study was that 

consumers would prefer small changes in logo designs. This would lead to a 

recommendation that logo designs be changed periodically by a small amount, as is 

commonly done in the marketplace. The results indicate, however, that (for 

undergraduate college smdents in the southwestern United States) the current design 

of a familiar logo is generally preferred over any change, but that small changes (one 

discemable difference) may decrease preference for the logo only slightly, if at all. 

Consequently the risk of making small changes may be minimal, and consumers will 

adapt to the new version of the logo. 
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SOCIAL JUDGMENT THEORY 

The relatively small risk of small changes is explained by social judgment 

theory (Mowen 1993). Applying the theory in this situation, a new logo that is close 

enough to the old logo will fall into the consumer's latitude of acceptance. The 

assimilation effect will cause the new logo and attimdes toward to seem more 

congruent to the former logo and associated attimdes than they really are, and the 

latimde of acceptance will shift in the direction of the new logo. If the change is too 

great however, and the new logo falls into the consumer's latimde of rejection, 

contrast effects will result and the latimde of acceptance will shift away from the new 

logo. 

In conclusion, the data of this smdy indicate that small changes in logo designs 

may be tolerated rather than preferred, and while adaptation-level theory provides an 

explanation for the changes that companies make in their logos, the reaction of 

consumers may be better explained by social judgment theory. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Several possibilities were mentioned regarding ftimre research. Of particular 

interest is research that will explain the difference between the attimdes that drive the 

changes of logos in the marketplace, and the preference for no change as found in this 

smdy. This may be accomplished by testing a sufficient sample of design and 

marketing professionals for their preference for changes in logo designs. The 
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activities in the marketplace may be explained by preferences among professionals 

that reflect the concepts of adaptation-level theory. 

The current study introduced a method for measuring change in real-world 

visual designs, and a method for measuring meaning of real-world images. An 

important contribution may be made by future research that improves the effectiveness 

of these methods. 

Finally, by comparing the results of this smdy with those of Haber (1958) and 

Cormers (1964), it appears that boredom effects for a stimulus occur in some 

circumstances and not in others. Future research may focus on determining effective 

ways to avoid or delay boredom effects for logos or other visual stimuli 
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Pretest 1 - Phase 2 - Questionnaire 
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[Version A] 

Instructions 

A previous group of respondents listed words that came 
to mind in connection with, certain brand names and trademarlc 
designs. The words they listed have been compiled into a 
single, alphabetical word list- You will be viewing some of 
the same group of trademark designs. 

For each design, please think of the words that come to 
mind for you, find them on the word list, and write the 
numbers of the words in the space provided under the design. 

It is not necessary to find every single word that 
relates in some way to the design (this would take very 
long), instead, just concentrate on the words that come to 
mind for you. 

If you think of a word that is not on the list, and 
there is no reasonable substitute, please write in that word 
in the space under the design. 
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The fallowing information is for classification purposes only. 

Sex: Female Male 

Age: 

Major: 

Minor (if any): 

Is English your primary language? Yes No 
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557 
ra 
513 
519 
523 
521 

524 

soetak saerrty 
serz 
soeRisCTcacea 
teuta 

soars 

saorty 

rt=nt 
: stranet 
isaie . .liiii -;"als 
scaie le^ 



so 

iSt ynna 
737 yaungszTS 
SSS yui yua 
S36 yuopics 
637 any 3ir4 

vavicaisry 
•jii#oraririr 
oiioie adcagfn^ 

lAirsiiwie 

573 
579 
730 
isa 
531 
532 
m 
rj2 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
550 
591 
592 
593 
594 

!2 (33 
596 
597 
598 
599 
iOO 
Ml 
602 
i03 
60<-
605 
734 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
6U 
735 
615 
616 
617 
618 

619 imle stips 
623 Molesoae 
6Zt xiee i*3nqe nf 

services 
622 
62^ '^ise 
3<S «i Ky 

uses cars 
us«r—jnrri esly 
aciUcy 

vaiuc 
vanilla ics —ga« 
ofcsaa in enestace 
variccias 
v^rsaeila 

van IS 
uascs at oonay 
vattr 

Mil-duil: 
ucll--s;aeli 
u«il-<enoMi 

uae 

unite collar 
Mit;e linte guy 
wite aala 
wice pacBla uto 
^sraycs (aciw 



APPENDIX D 

Pretest 2 - Selected Screens from Authorware Program 
(Actual stimuli replaced with fictional Sophie logo as example.) 



Tliank your tor participaling in this experiment. 

II you have not yet signed the sign-in sheet here today, 
please do so before continuing. 

When you are ready to move lo the next screen, 
use the mouse to click on the "Continue" button. 

lo Ot 



Pleusc mukc suie thai you have RcspuDse Shed VI01. 

Pleaue write the last four iliDlts uf your normal Student ID number in tlie 
space proviilei) al the lop ol the Response Sheet |ilu not use a speeial 
code ausiyiied upecilically lui uue in yuui clauu). 



This expefinieiit is tieslyiied lo measure Jiflereiices between visual Images. The 
ilillcrciices are iiieusured In (eriiiu o( liuw diliicuil il Is lu lell wliellier twu linages 
are Ihe same or (iiffereiil. 

Tliitt cxpciiiiicitl v«iH not be uucil tu iiiukc uiiy iitleienues about the iiiiliviiluals 
liaillclpaliiiu. cxcc|tl (o clicck (u verity dial iiu otic liua iiilciiliuiially died (u cicalc 
bad data. 



When llic cxpcrlinciil lieuins. an iiiioue will u|i|icar on llic screen lor a 
fraction of a second. Next a nonsense design, called a "mask." will 
appear. Finally anollicr image will appear llial may be llie same as the 
first or it may be dillerent. 

So you will see an image, a mask, and another image. You will be asked 
if lliere is a diflerence between the iniaue before the mask and llie imaye 
after the mask. 

Click on "Continue" to oee an example. 
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130 



131 



f f iu i  

Maik "SAME" or "DIFFEREN r* un llic Respunae Sheet 
fur jnoi. 

Click un "Continue" when you aie reatly to see Uie next pair uf images. 



This cuncluiles tlie exiteiiineiil. 

You vieweil several different versions of visual desiyns. Your responses will be 
totaled witfi tfiose of other participants. I am interested in determining how often 
individuals can Identify a difference when there actually is one. If the difference is 
detected correctly 7&X of the time, then we can say tliat there is I "|u8t-noliceable 
difference" (JND) between the two Images. 

This experiment is intended to measure the degree of difference between the different 
versions of a design. Tfds measurement will allow me to do another study regarding 
changes to existing logo designs - how much of a change |in JNDs) will gel the best 
consumer response? 

If you have any further questions about the experiment, please ask. 

Click on "Continue" to view the last screen. 



ItEFOIIE YOU LEAVE: 

Cuni(i(t:(c (lie yrccii (urm wtiicli <« uii cvuluuUoii at (tic cx|icfiiiic(i(. Leave llic 
luiiii and yuuf ncsponse Sheet set fui iiie lu pick up lalei. 

Coiiiplele and lalce Hie yellow form widdt Is proof of your parlivlpallon in Hie 
experliiieiil. Yuu will ud t;rcdi( fur yuur parlicipaliuii due (o liavliiu wrillen your 
name on liie siyn-in oiieel wlien you eaine in today. Keep die ycHuw form as 
addiliuiial proul. 

THANKS AGAIN FOIl YOUR PAIITICIOATION 



APPENDIX E 

Pretest 2 - Response Sheets 
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Response Sheet # 101 

Lasc 4 dicrirs c£ scudenc id S: 

PRl • SAME • DIFFERENT 

PR2 • SAME G DIFFERENT 

PR3 • SAME D DIFFERENT 

101 • SAMS 

102 • SAME 

103 • SAJ^ 

104 • SAJIE 

105 • SAME 

10 S • SAME 

107 • SAME 

108 • SAME 

109 • SAJyiE 

110 • SAME 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

D DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

111 U SAjME 

112 • SAME 

113 • SAME 

114 O SAME 

115 • SAaME 

115 • SAMS 

117 G SAMS 

113 • SAMS 

119 • SAJyE 

120 • SAJ^ 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFSRSNT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 
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INSTjltjCnONS TO GST TO THS NEST PII.3 AND CONTINnS THS 2332SZMSNT 

Click cn. Pile 

Click on Quit 

Wai" for che "Auciiorware AcadeniiC picture cc go away. 

This should place ycu in, Pile Manager 

Dcubla click ca che file ruiia3wlS.exe 

Ycu should gee the Select a Pile window 

Selacc jnd221.app 



221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

225 

227 

223 

223 

230 
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Response Sheet #221 

• S«^!E • DIFFERENT 231 •  SAME •  DIFFSRE2^T 

• SA^'G: • DIFFERENT 23 2 • SAMS G DIFFERENT 

• SAMS • DIFFERENT U SAME • DIFFERENT 

• SAME • DIFFERENT 234 •  SA-MS •  DIFFERENT 

• SAMS • DIFFERENT 235 L_i SAJG • DIFFE?>ENT 

G SAJG C DIFFERENT Q SAMS Q DIFFERENT 

G SAJ4S Q DIFFERENT Li SAJ^S G DIFFERENT 

Q SAaME Q DIFFERENT 233 •  SAaME G DIFFERENT 

G SAME G DIFFERENT 23 3 U SAaME G DIFFERENT 

G SAMS G DIFFERENT 240 G SAMS G DIFFERENT 
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INSXaUCnONS TO GST TO THE next FILE A2ID CONTINnE TES EXSSXIMSNT 

Clicic OQ File 

Click on Quit 

Wai" for Che "Auchorwcire Academic" picture co go away. 

This should placa you in Pile Manager 

Dciible click on the file runaJwlS.exe 

You should gee che Select a File vindcw 

Selecc jadSOl.app 



501 

502 

503 

504 

505 

505 

507 

503 

SOS 

510 
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• SAiME 

• 3AJ1E 

• SAiME 

G SAiME 

G SAME 

G SAJytE 

G SAMS 

G SAjytE 

G SAiME 

G SAiME 

Response Sheet #501 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

511 G SAJ1E 

512 G SAiME 

513 G SAiME 

514 G SAaME 

515 G SAJ^E 

515 G SAJME 

517 G SAjME 

513 G SAyz 

513 G SAME 

520 G SAME 

U DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFEF.ZNT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 

G DIFFERENT 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO GET TO TH3 NEXT PILE AND CONTINUE THE EXPEIUMENT 

Click ca Pile 

Click on Quit 

Waic for the "Authcrware AcadecniC piccura to go away. 

This should place you ia. File Manager 

Double click on Che file ruiia3wlS.exe 

You should gee the Select a Pile window 

Select; jndS21.app 



6 2 1  

5 2 2  

523 

624 

525 

525 

527 

528 

529 

530 

Response Sheet M 621 

• SAME 

• SAME 

• SAME 

• SAME 

• SAME 

• SAME 

• SAME 

• SAME 

• SAMS 

• SAME 

• DlrFHRSrr 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

531 •  SAME 

532 •  SAMS 

533 •  SAMS 

534 •  SAMS 

535 •  SAMS 

535 Q SAMS 

537 •  SAME 

538 •  SAMS 

53 9 • SAJVE 

540 • SAMS 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

n DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 

• DIFFERENT 



Lasr 4 digits of SS# 
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Tile following inforaation is for classifica-cion purposes only. 

Sex: Female Hale 

Age: 

Major: 

Miner (if any): 

Is Snglisii your primary language? Yes iTo 



APPENDIX F 

Pretest 2 - Facilities and Equipment 

PCs: 90 MHz Pentium 

Operating System: Windows NT 3.51 

Program: Authorware Academic - packaged 

Monitors: Color SVGA 1024 X 768 

Size of images on the monitor: 2.25 - 2.88" 

Size of mask on the monitor: 3.63 X 3.88" 

20 Work Stations 

Rear wall: 3.5' X 4' 

Side walls: 3.5'X 4.5' 

Working surface: 3.5' X 2.5' 

On the working surface was placed the monitor, keyboard, mouse, 

mouse pad, and the papers the respondent needed to record responses 

The CPU was on the floor. 
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APPENDIX G 

JND Measurement - First Run 
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Brand A 
JND Measurement - First Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 — 
-  9 0 . 6  

1 0 0 . 0  - -4 — -4 — 
-  9 1 . 2  

3 -  1 0 0 . 0  - 3  —  
-  8 4 . 4  

9 4 . 1  - -2 — -2 -
-  9 3 . 8  

1 -  7 3 . 5  - 1  —  
- 1 1 . 8  

5 3 . 1  - AL — AL — 
- 1 8 . 8  

— +1 - 2 1 . 9  + 1  —  
-  4 0 . 6  

8 2 . 4  - +2 — +2 — 
-  3 1 . 3  

— +3 - 8 8 . 2  + 3  —  
-  5 9 . 4  

1 0 0 . 0  - +4 — +4 — 
-  5 5 . 9  

— +5 +5 — 
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Brand B 
JND Measurement - First Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 
9 7 . 1  

9 7 . 1  - -4 — -4 
8 7 . 5  

3 -  100 .0 -3 
9 1 . 2  

1 0 0 . 0  - -2 - -2 
. 7 3  . 5  

1 -  8 7 . 5  -1 
. 3 2 . 4  

7 8 . 1  - AL — AL 
_ 4 0  . 6  

— +1 -  6 8 . 8  +1 
_ 6 2 . 5  

8 7 . 5  - +2 — +2 
. 8 4  . 4  

— +3 - 7 0 . 6  +3 
. 4 7 . 1  

9 7 . 1  - +4 — 

— +5 

+4 

+5 
- 8 1 . 3  
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Brand C 
JND Measurement - First Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Nimieric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 — 
-  8 3 . 9  

9 6 . 8  - -4 — -4 — 
- 7 5 . 8  

3 -  1 0 0 . 0  - 3  —  
- 7 4 . 2  

1 0 0 . 0  - -2 — -2 — 
-  8 7 . 1  

1 -  1 0 0 . 0  - 1  —  
- 6 4 . 5  

6 6 . 7  - AL — AL — 
-  3 3 . 3  

— +1 -  9 7 . 0  + 1  —  
-  8 7 . 9  

9 7 . 0  - +2 — +2 — 
-  3 6 . 4  

— +3 - 7 1 . 0  + 3  —  
-  5 1 . 6  

7 7 . 4  - +4 — +4 — 
- 5 4 . 5  

— +5 +5 — 
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Brand D 
JND Measurement - First Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 — 
-  7 6 . 5  

1 0 0 . 0  - -4 — -4 — 
-  9 3 . 8  

3 - 9 6 . 9  - 3  —  
-  5 2 . 9  

8 4 . 4  - -2 — -2 — 
-  7 3 . 5  

1 -  8 1 . 3  - 1  —  
-  5 9 . 4  

7 3 . 5  - AL — AL — 
-  4 7 . 1  

— +1 - 6 1 . 8  + 1  —  
-  5 0 . 0  

8 7 . 5  - +2 — +2 — 
-  8 5 . 3  

— '+3 -  93 .8  +3 — 
-  6 7 . 6  

8 4 . 4  - +4 — +4 — 
-  4 6 . 9  

— +5 +5 — 
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Brand E 
JND Measurement - First Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 
8 7 . 5  

8 7 . 5  - -4 — -4 
6 8  . 8  

3 -  8 1 . 3  -3 — 

9 0 . 6  
9 3 . 8  - -2 — -2 

9 3  . 8  
1 -  1 0 0 . 0  -1 

8 7 . 5  
84.4= - AL — AL 

5 6 . 3  
— +1 -  1 0 0 . 0  -1-1 

1 0 0 . 0  
9 6 . 9  - +2 — +2 

3 4  . 4  
— +3 -  5 0 . 0  +3 

6 8  . 8  
6 5 . 6  - +4 — 

— +5 

+4 

+5 
- 6 5 . 6  
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Brand F 
JND Measurement - First Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 — 
-  1 0 0 . 0  

1 0 0 . 0  - -4 — -4 — 
-  8 7 . 9  

3 -  9 7 . 0  - 3  —  
-  8 4 . 8  

9 7 . 0  - -2 — -2 — 
-  9 0 . 9  

1 -  1 0 0 . 0  - 1  —  
- 7 2 . 7  

6 6 . 7  - AL — AL — 
-  5 6 . 7  

— +1 - 8 4 . 8  + 1  —  
-  7 5 . 8  

1 0 0 . 0  - +2 — +2 — 
-  8 1 . 8  

— +3 -  9 7 . 0  + 3  —  
-  8 7 . 9  

1 0 0 . 0  - +4 — +4 — 
-  9 7 . 0  

— +5 +5 — 
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Brand G 
JND Measurement - First Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

7 0 . 6  -

8 2 . 4  

9 3 . 8  -

100.0 -

8 8 . 2  -

-5 

-4 —I 

-3 

- 2  

-1 

AL 

+1 

+2 

+3 

+4 —I 

+5 

7 9 . 4  

-  8 7 . 5  

-  9 0 . 6  

-  8 5 . 3  

-5 — 
- 7 0 . 6  

-4 — 
-  4 6 . 9  

-3 — 
-  3 5 . 3  

-2 — 
-  5 5 . 9  

-1 — 
- 4 4 . 1  

AL — 
-  4 6 . 9  

+1 — 
-  6 8 . 8  

+2 — 
-  7 1 . 9  

+3 — 
-  7 0 . 6  

+4 — 
-  6 5 . 6  

+5 — 
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Brand H 
JND Measurement - First Rim 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

81.8 -

9 7 . 0  

7 6 . 7  -

5 1 . 5  

6 3 . 6  -

-5 

-4 —1 

-3 

- 2  

-1 

AL 

+1 

+2 

+3 

+4 —J 

+5 

L  9 0 . 9  

-  7 8 . 8  

-  8 0 . 0  

-  5 7 . 6  

-5 — 
- 6 3 . 3  

-4 — 
-  3 6 . 4  

-3 — 
-  8 3 . 3  

-2 — 
-  9 0 . 0  

-1 — 
-  5 1 . 5  

AL — 
-  7 0 . 0  

+1 — 
-  6 0 . 0  

+2 — 
-  4 6 . 7  

+3 — 
-  4 3 . 3  

+4 — 
-  4 2 . 4  

+5 — 



APPENDIX H 

JND Measurement - Second Run 
Some Images Removed, Some Added 
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Brand A 
JND Measurement - Second Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 — 
- 90.6 

-4 -1 -4 — 
- 91.2 

3 - 100.0 -3 — 
- 84.4 

-2 — -2 — 
- 73 .5 

— AL AL — 
- 76.2 

+lb— +lb— 
- 61.9 

— +4 +4 — 
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Brand B 
JND Measurement - Second Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs aor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 
97.1 

-4 — -4 
87.5 

3 - 100.0 -3 
91.2 

-2 — -2 """ 

87.5 
— AL AL 

cn
 

00
 

00
 

+ 2  —  +2 
70 .6 

— +4 +4 
81.3 

+5 — +5 
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Brand C 
JND Measurement - Second Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -I, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 — 
-  8 3 . 9  

-4 — -4 — 
- 7 5 . 8  

3 -  1 0 0 . 0  - 3  —  

_ "5 
- 7 4 . 2  

-  8 7 . 1  
1 -  1 0 0 . 0  - 1  —  

-  S 4 . 5  
- AL — Mi — 

-  9 7 . 0  
— +2 + 2 — 

-  7 1 . 0  
+4 — +4 — 

-  9 0 . 5  
— +6 +6 — 
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Brand D 
JND Measurement - Second Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 
- 76.5 

-4 —1 -4 
- 96.9 

2 -2 

1 00
 

H
 

U
 

AL — AL 
- 67.8 

— +2 +2 —-

- 85.3 
+3 — +3 — 00 1 

— +5 +5 
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Brand E 
JND Measurement - Second Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

87.5 -

93 .8 

81.0 

65.6 

5 -5 — 

-/I _ A -
- 87.5 

"ft 
-68.8 

3 - 81.3 -3 — 

_ o 
- 90.6 

— ^ — ^ 

- 93 .8 
— -1 - 100.0 -1 — 

-87.5 
AL — AL — 

- 100.0 
— +lb - 100.0 +lb— 

-66.7 
+2 — +2 — 

- 34.4 
— +3 -50.0 +3 —  

-68.8 
+4 — +4 — 

- 65.6 
— +5 + 5 — 
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Brand F 
JND Measurement - Second Rim 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

-4 —1 -4 ""1 
87.9 

3 - 97.0 -3 
. 84.8 

97.0 - -2 — -2 
90.9 

1 - 100.0 -1 
72 .7 

66.7 - AL — AL 
66.7 

— +1 -84.8 +1 
75 .8 

100.0 - +2 — +2 
81.8 

— +3 - 97.0 +3 
. 87.9 

+4 — +4 
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Brand G 
JND Measurement - Second Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly identified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer 
to the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 
-70.6 

-4 — -4 
- 79.4 

2 -2 
- 87.5 

- AL — AL 
- 90.6 

— +2 +2 
- 71.9 

+3 — +3 
- 70.6 

— +4 1 C
O

 
00
 

ro
 

+
 

- 65.6 
+5 — +5 
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Brand H 
JND Measurement - Second Run 

(Figures represent percentage of times the difference between the two stimuli was 
correctly dentified. Numeric labels in this appendix, such as +1, +2, -1, -2, refer to 
the steps in which the stimuli were originally created, they are not JNDs nor 
discemable differences.) 

5 -5 — 
- 81 

— J —^ 
- 83 

2 -2 — 
- 78 

AL — AL — 
- 70 

— +1 +1 — 
- 60 

+2 — +2 — 
- 90 

— +5 +5 — 
- 61 

+6 — +6 — 



APPENDIX I 

Experiment Questionnaire 



Lasc 4 digits of scudenc ID number: Versicti I.l 

rNTSODTJCTION 

Mcsc companiss use visual designs cs rsprssenc brands. For 
example, Jlike has irs disciacrive swccsh. design, >r3C has Lzs 
peaccck, and Prudenciail Insurance uses an iaiage cf che Rccic of 
Gibraltar. Such visual designs, sometinies called "logos," inay 
be legally regiscersd as trademarks. Cccasionally, a company 
will make a change in Che appearance cf a crademark design. 'This 
research concerns such changes. 

You will be viewing various visual designs, some of which 
are currenc versions of well-known craderr.ark3. Cchers are 
altered versions of chese crademarks - possible versions of 
changes co Che existing design. 

This research is incanded co scudy che visual designs. Your 
responses will be aggregaced wich chac cf che ccher parcicicancs. 
No svaluacions of individual parcicipancs will be niade in chis 
scudy, excepc for a chec.k co assure chac no one has deliberacely 
creaced bad daca. 

Afcer you complsce a page, please do noc gc back co make 
changes on ic lacer - chis could ruin che daca. 
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Please marie an Z an tbe space on each, scale that best represents 
your opinion of the design pictured. If these instructions are 
not clear, please ask for further explanation. 

GOOD BAD 
INFERIOR SUPERIOR 

UNPLEASANT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE IT 



GOOD BAD 
IJfcERIOR SUPiHIOR 

ONPLSaSAOT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DI3LIXZ 



GOOD BAD 
INFiRIOR SUPEHIOR 

UNPLZASANT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE 
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GOOD BAD 
INFsSICR SUPERIOR 

ONPLZASANT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE 



GOOD BAD 
INFZHIOR SUPEHICR 

UNPLEASANT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE 



GOOD BAD 
INF^IOR SUPERIOR 

UNPLEASANT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE 



GOOD BAD 
INFERIOR SUPERIOR 

UNPLEASANT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE 



GOOD BAD 
INFiRIOR SUPE3I0R 

ONPLZASANT PLEASANT 
r LIKE IT I DISLIKE 



If you r.!in determine which company or brand is represented by 
these designs, please write the aame of the company or brand 
below the pictoire. 
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The infarniacicn. on chis pace may give you answers zo quescions 
you couidn'c answer on previous paces. Please DO MOT go back and 
make chances co previous pages - chis would ruin aty daca. 

Please spread ouc one of Che piles of ivory-colorsd caurds (ic 
doesn'C maccsr which pile, as long as ic is ivory-colorad, noc 
gray or whics). 

On which loco do che designs on che ivory-colored cards appear co 
be based? 

Please arrange Che cards in order of preference, scarcing wich 
cha design you like the besc and ending with che design you like 
che lease. Write che lecters from the cards in the same order 
(from best-li:<ad to least-liked) . Don't worry if there are more 
spaces Chan cards. 

Whac is the letter of the version of chis logo thac is currently 
in use? 

Please spread ouc che ocher pile of ivory-colored cards. 

On which logo do che designs on Che ivory-colored cards appear Co 
be based? 

c 1 mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Please arrange Che cards in order of preference, starring wizh 
che design you like Che best: amd ending with the design you like 
Che lease. Write Che lecters from the cards in the same order 
(from besc-liked to least-liked) . Don't worrv if there are .•acre 
spaces chcui cards. 

Whac is the letter of che version of chis loco chat 
in use? 

is currencly 
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The next exercise involves identifying levels of abst:ract:ian-
The designs that you have viewed have been in varying levels of 
abstraction. Some have been more true-to-life, with more detail, 
shading, etc. These will be termed as being more "naturalistic" 
(see example below). Others have been more simplified and mora 
reduced to basic shapes, with less detail, shading, etc. These 
will be termed as being more "abstract" (see exantple below) . 

More Natxiralistic More Abstract 

Please spread out the pile of gray-colored cards. 

On which logo do the designs on the gray-colored cards appear to 
be based? 

Please arrange the cstrds in order of the level of abstraction, 
starting with the design you consider to be the most naturalistic 
(detailed, true to nature) and ending with the design you 
consider to be the most abstract (reduced to simple, flat 
geometric shapes). Write the letters from the cards in the same 
order (from most naturalistic to most abstract). 

What is the letter of the version of this logo that is currently 
in use? 



Please spread ouc che pile of gray cards and arrange "hen Lr. 
order of preference, sccirring wich che design you like cha iesc 
and ending wich che design you like che lease. Wrice che nuniber 
from che cards in che same order (from besc-liked zo lease-
liked) . 

besc-liked lease-liked 

!Tow chink of Che companies or produces chac are represenced by 
che designs on che gray cards. Please mark an X cn che space on 
each scale chac besc represencs your opinion of che company or 
produce represeneed by che design piceured on each of che gray 
cards. 

Card ^8  - i  

GOOD 
INFZRICR 

C!T?LZASANT 
Z LIKZ IT 

BAD 
SurEHZCR 
PLZASAiiJT 
I DISLIKZ 

Please indicace yoxir agreemene or disagreemenc wich 
scacemenc: I would like co wear clcching chac displays 
desim aiceured on chis card. 

STaCNGLY" AGREE STHCNGL'f ZISAGP-ZZ 

Card $7 -

GOOD 3AD 
INFERIOR SUPERIOR 

CN?LZASANT PLEASA^TT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE IT 

Please indicace your agreemenc or disagreeraenc wich the followinc 
scacemenc: I would like to wear clcching chac displays che 
desicn piccured on chis card. 

STRONGLY AGREE STRONGLY DISAGPJIE 
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Card #€ -

GOOD 
DfrSRIOR 

uNPLZASANT 
I LIK2 IT 

3AI; 
SZ7Z7iZOR 
=LZA^Ai!IT 
I ZZSLZKZ. 

Please isdicace ycur acreemenc cr disagreemenc wirh ;he fsllcwinc 
scacemenc: I would like co wear clochiag chac displays chs 
desicm. oicrurad on. ciiis card. 

STRONGLY ACRES STRCXGLY 

Card #5 -

GOOD 
INFERIOR 

ONPLZASANT 
I LIKE IT 

SAD 

PLEASANT 
I CISLIKE IT 

Please indicace ycur agreemenc cr disagreement: wizh. :he fcllcwing 
scacetnenc: I would like Co wear cloching rhac displays -he 
design oiczured on chis card. 

STRONGLY .\GRSS STRONGLY DISAGREE 

Card S4 -

GOOD 
INFERIOR 

DNPLZASANT 
I LIKE IT 

3AD 
SIJPERIOR 
PLEASANT 
I DISLIKE IT 

Please isdicace ycur agreemenc or disagreeraenc with chs following 
scacexenc: I would like Co wear cloching chac displays che 
design piccured on chis card. 

STRONGLY AGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE 
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Card S3 -

GOOD 3AD 
niFERIOR SUPERIOR 

UNPLEASANT PLEASANT 
I LIXZ IT I DISLIKZ IT 

Please iadicaca ycur agrasmenC or disagrsenteitc vLzh. che foilowi-g 
scacamenc: I would Like co wear cloching chac displays che 
desics. pictiiired on this card. 

STRONGLY AGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE 

Card #2 -

GOOD SAD 
DTFERICR SUPERIOR 

UNPLEASANT PLEASANT 
I LIKE IT I DISLIKE IT 

Please indicaca ycur agrestnenc or disagraetnenc wich Che following 
scacenienc: I would like co wear ciochi:ig chac displays Che 
design piccured on chis card. 

STRONGLY AGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE 

Card #1 

GOOD 
INFERIOR 

UNPLEASANT 
I LIKE IT 

SUPERIOR 

Please indicace your agreemenc or disagrsensnc wich Che following 
scacenenc: I would like co wear cloching chac displays che 
desicn oicctired on chis caird. 

STRONGLY AGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE 
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The aexc portion of the scudy axaaiiaes aieacai asscciacicas 
chac oLTS made wich. che visual designs. 

A previous croup of respcadencs lisced words chac came zo 
mind ia conneccica wich brand aaraes and crademarx designs. The 
words chey liscad have been coittpiisd iaco a single, alchabecical 
word lisc. You will be viewing some of che same group of 
crademark designs. 

For each design, please chink of che words chac ccme co nind 
for you, find chem on che word lisc, and wrica che numbers of che 
words in Che space provided under che design. 

rc is ncc necessary co find avery singla word chac relacas 
in some way co ciie design (chis would caka very long) , instead, 
jusc concencrace on che words chac come co mind for you. 

IC is likaly chac more words will come co mind for some of 
che designs chan for ochers. This is c.kay - do noc maka am a:czra 
efforz CO find am. equal number of words for each design. 

If you chink of a word chac is ncc on che lisc, aind chera is 
no reasonable subscicuca, plaase wrice in chac word in che space 
under che design. 
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Please respond to tiie following questions regarding your 
background, if any, in fields that relate to visual design, such 
as art, photography, printing, ^aphic desiga, architecture, 
interior design, industrial design, landscape design, film 
making, craxts, etc. 

1. Eow many college courses have you taUcen in fields related 
to visual design such as those listed above? 

2. How many high school courses did you take in fields 
related to visual design such as those Listed above? 

3. How many courses have you teiken, besides those in college 
and high school, in fields related to visual design such 
as those listed above? 

4. Do you view any form of visual desiga for pleasure (for 
exaople, visit art: museums for pleasure)? If so, how 
often? 

5. Please list any hobbies you have that involve visual 
design. 

6. Please list jobs that you have now, or had previously 
that involved visual design in some way. 
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The following inforaiacioa is for class if icacion ourpcses only. 

Sex: Fsaiala Mais 

Aca: 

Major: 

Miner (if amy) : 

Is English your primary language? Yas }Io 

This conclucas che quascionnairs, but befora you leave, che 
experinencar must give the "debriafing" to the group - the 
axplouiation of the experiment you have just completed. 

Also befora you laave, some administrative functions atust be 
csmplatad. First of all, to receive cradit for the experiment, 
you should have put your oame cn the sign ia list vhen you 
arrived at the experiment today. If ycu did not, please do so 
befora you leave. Your name on che aiga. op lisc (whan you signed 
up at che Maricsting Department office) won't do it. 

Plaase complete the greea Research Validation Form. Ycu can 
complata the top portion of the form i.Ttmediately. If you cannot 
remember your section number, hera it is: 

Sec tiae Days Instructor 

001 11;00-12:13 nm Tua Thu ITelson 
002 2:00-3:15 pm' Tue Thu Nelson 
003 3:00-9:15 ̂  Mon Wed Williams 
004 3 :30-4 :45 pm Men Wed Pantzalis 

Please wait to complata the bottom portion of Che green forni (the 
three questions) until after the aialanation of the e:c5eriment. 

Please place the word list and the piles of cards bac.k: in the 
envelope. (If you're becoming bcrad waiting for ethers to 
finish, you could put the cards in each pila in alphabetic or 
numeric order - this will make the ejqjerimenter happy) . Laave 
the questionnaire and Che graen Research Validation Form outside 
the anvalope. 

As you leave, you will be given a yellow Cartificace of Research 
Participation. Please conrolata the form before you leave. Xaep 
this form, do not give it co your instructor. This form is prcof 
of your participation. 

Thanic you vary much for your participation. 



APPENDIX J 

Preference Curves 



Brand A 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 

9 

a 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL 3 - 2  +1 +2 -1 +3 -4 +4 

•»- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

« Mean Preference 
^90% Confidence Interval 



Brand A 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Son 

9 

3 

7 

6 

5 

d 

3 

2 

1 

0 
3 - 2  -1 AL +2 +1 -4 
•*- Naturalistic Abstract 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from A L ( p < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL ( p  > . 100) 



Brand A. 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Daia - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL +2 -3 - 2  + 1 -4 -L 

•- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from A L ( p < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from A L  ( p > .  100) 



Brand A 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
3 AL +1 +2 -4 - 2  -1 +3 +4 

Naturalistic Abstract -*• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from A L ( p < .  l(X)) 
0 Not significandy different from A L ( p > .  100) 



Brand A 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-3 - 2  +2 +3 -4 -1 AL +1 +4 

•*- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL ( p <  .100) 
o Not significandy different from AL { p  > .  100) 



Brand B 
(High Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
- 2  -3 AL -1 •rl +3 -4 +4 

Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

m m Mean Preference 
90% Confidence Interval 



Brand B 
(High Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 

9 

8 

7 

S 

5 

a. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
3 AL - 2  +1 +2 +3 -4 -1 +4 
•- Naturalistic Abstract 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL ( p  < .  100) 
® Not significantly different from A L  ( p >  .100) 



Brand B 
(High Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sons 

9 

S 

7 

6 

5 

d 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL +1 +2  +3 -3 - 2  -1 -4 +4 

•*- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from A L  ( p < .  100) 
o Not significandy different from A L ( p > .  100) 



Brand B 
(High Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

a. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
- 2  AL +2 +3 -3 -1 +1 +4 -4 

Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discernable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p< .1(X)) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p> .100) 



Brand B 
(High Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-3 - 2  AL +2 -1 +3 -4 + 1 +4 

•- Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < .  100) 
o Not significantly different fix)m AL (p  > .  100) 



Brand C 
(High Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

/L 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL -5 -3 - 2  +1 +2 -1 +3 -4 

•*- Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy fixDm AL (Discemable Dijfferences) 

« Mean Preference 
-.90% Confidence Interval 



Brand C 
(High Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL -5 -4 3 - 2  - 1  +3 +1 

•- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p >. 100) 



Brand C 
(High Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-5 - 2  AL +2 3 -1 + 1 +3 -4 

Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  > .  100) 



Brand C 
(High Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

A 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-5 3 -4 - 2  AL +2 -1 +1 +3 

•- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemabie Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  >  .100) 



Brand C 
(High Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

a 

7 

6 

5 

d. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-5 AL -3 - 2  -4 -1 +1 +2 +3 

Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy fit>m AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p <. 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p>.  100) 



Brand D 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Inierval Data - Between Subjects 

9 

8 

7 

S 

5 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL - 2  +1 +2 -3 +3 -4 -1 +4 

•*- Naturalistic Abstract -»• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

a t Mean Preference 
, 90% Confidence Interval 



Brand D 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

d 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-3 AL +1 +3 - 2  -1 +4 -4 

Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p< .100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p>.  100) 



Brand D 
(High Preference for AL» Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 

9 

8 

7 

6 

=; 

a. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
3 - 2  AL +2 +1 -4 -1 +4 
«- Naturalistic Abstract -*• 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL(p<.  100) 
o Not significantiy different from AL (p  >  .100) 



Brand D 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Son 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
3 - 2  AL -1 +3 -4 +1 

Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p> .100) 



Brand D 
(High Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL -4 3 - 2  -1 +1 +3 +4 

•*- Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy firom AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p<.  1(X)) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p>.  100) 



Brand E 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-5 -4 -3 -2 1 AL 

•- Naturalistic Abstract -*• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

» t Mean Preference 
, 90% Confidence Interval 
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Brand E 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subject - Full Sort 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-5 -4 -3 -2 1 AL 

•*- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy &x)m AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p < .100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  > .  100) 



Brand E 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

a. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
5 -4 -3 -2 1 AL 

Naturalistic Abstract -* 
Discrepancy from AL (Discernable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  > .  100) 



Brand E 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Son 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

-5 -4 -3 -2 1 AL 
•- Naturalistic Abstract 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p <. 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  > .  100) 



Brand E 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

S 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-5 -4 -3 -2 1 AL 

•- Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemabie Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p < .1(X)) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  > .100) 



Brand F 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

3 

2 

1 

0 
-3 - 2  AL +2 +3 -1 +1 -4 +4 

•*- Namralistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

« Mean Preference 
^90% Confidence Interval 



Brand F 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

d 

3 

2 

1 

0 
- 2  -3 AL -4 -1 +2 +3 +1 +4 

•- Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Disceraable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL {p  < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  > .  100) 



Brand F 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

a. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
- 2  -3 AL +2 +3 -4 -1 +1 +4 

•- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL(p<.  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  > .  100) 



Brand F 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

-3 - 2  -1 AL +2 -f-3 -4 +1 +4 
•*- Naturalistic Abstract -* 

Discrepancy from AL (Discernable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL {p  <  .100) 
o Not significandy different from AL {p  > .100) 



Brand F 
(Low Preference for AL, Medium Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
- 2  AL +2 +3 -3 -i-l -1 +4 

Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < .100) 
o Not significantly different from AL {p>.  100) 



Brand G 
(Low Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 

-3 2 AL + 1 +2 +3 -1 -4 +4 
•- Naturalistic Abstract -• 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

« Mean Preference 
^90% Confidence Interval 



Brand G 
(Low Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL 3 - 2  +1 +2 +3 -4 -1 +4 

•*- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL {p  < . 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL {p  > .  100) 



Brand G 
(Low Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 

- 2  +3 AL +2 -3 -1 -f-1 -4 +4 
Naturalistic Abstract -• 

Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL {p  < . 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL ip  >  .100) 



Brand G 
(Low Preference for AL, High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 
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8 

7 

6 

5 

d 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL +2 -3 - 2  -1 + 1 +3 -4 +4 

Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p <. 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p  >  . 100) 



Brand G 
(Low Preference for AL. High Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Wiihin Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
+2 -3 - 2  -1 AL +3 +4 -4 +1 

•- Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL(p< .100) 
o Not significantly different from AL(p>.  100) 



Brand H 
(Low Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Interval Data - Between Subjects 
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0 
- 2  -1. AL +2 -3 +1 -4 +4 

•»- Naturalistic Abstract -» 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

« Mean Preference 
-.90% Confidence Interval 



Brand H 
(Low Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Son 
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0 
-3 - 2  -1 AL +3 -4 +1 +4 

•- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from K L { p < .  100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (p> .100) 



Brand H 
(Low Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
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1 

0 
-3 - 2  AL +2 -1 +1 -4 -f-4 

Naturalistic Abstract -• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL {p  <. 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (^ >. 100) 



Brand H 
(Low Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 
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0 
-3 - 2  -4 AL +2 +3 -1 +1 +4 

Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL {p  < .  ICX)) 
o Not significantly different from AL {p  > .  1(X)) 



Brand H 
(Low Preference for AL, Low Level of Meaning) 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - 2 Half Sorts 
Adjusted for Perceived AL 
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8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 
3 - 2  AL +2 -1 -4 -f-i +4 

Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  <  .100) 
o Not significantly different from AL(p>.  100) 



Pilot Study - Brand D 
Expert Respondents 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 
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0 
AL 

Naturalistic Abstract -*• 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p  < . 100) 
0 Not significantly different from AL (p>.  100) 



Pilot Study - Brand F 
Expert Respondents 

Ordinal Data - Within Subjects - Full Sort 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

a. 

3 

2 

1 

0 
AL 

•- Naturalistic Abstract 
Discrepancy from AL (Discemable Differences) 

• Significantly different from AL (p <. 100) 
o Not significantly different from AL (^ > .100) 
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Sign Test for Ordinal Preference Data 



Sign Test for Ordinal Preference Data 

Brand/Sort Stimulus r AT P 

A full sort -4 0 18 <.001 
-3 0 18 <.001 
_2 0 18 <.001 
-1 0 18 <.001 
+ 1 2 18 .001 
+2 0 18 <.001 

A half sort -4 0 17 <.001 
-3 0 17 <.001 
-2 0 17 .006 
-1 0 15 .004 
+ 1 2 18 .015 
+2 0 18 <.001 

B full sort -4 6 21 .039 
-3 8 21 .192 
-2 7 21 .095 
-1 3 21 .001 
+ 1 0 21 <.001 
+2 0 21 <.001 
+3 0 21 <.001 

B half sort -4 5 16 .105 
-3 5 16 .105 
-2 3 16 .011 
-1 4 16 .038 
+ 1 1 18 <.001 
+2 0 18 <.001 
+3 0 18 <.001 

C full sort -5 4 18 .015 
-4 3 18 .004 
-3 1 18 <.001 
-2 0 18 <.001 
-1 3 18 .004 
+ 1 1 18 <.001 
+2 0 18 <.001 
+3 0 18 <.001 



C half sort 

D full sort 

D half sort 

E full sort 

-5 1 18 <.001 
-4 1 18 <.001 
-3 0 18 <.001 
-2 0 18 <.001 
-1 4 18 .015 
+ 1 0 18 <.001 
+2 0 18 <.001 
+3 0 18 <.001 

-3 1 20 <.001 
-2 1 20 <.001 
-1 0 20 <.001 
+ 1 0 20 <.001 
+2 0 20 <.001 
+3 0 20 <.001 

-3 1 21 <.001 
-2 1 21 <.001 
-1 2 21 <.001 
+ 1 1 19 <.001 
+2 0 19 <.001 
+3 0 19 <.001 

-5 6 19 .084 
-4 8 19 .324 
-3 5 19 .032 
-2 8 19 .324 
-1 7 19 .180 
" + 1" 4 19 .010 
«^2" 0 19 <•001 
••+3" 0 19 <.001 
"+4" 0 18 <•001 
"+5" 0 19 <.001 
"+6" 0 19 <.001 



E half sort 

F full sort 

F half sort 

G fiill sort 

-5 6 18 .119 
-4 6 18 .119 
-3 6 18 .119 
-2 4 18 .015 
-1 8 18 .407 
" + 1" 4 20 .006 
"+2" 2 20 <.001 
"+3" 1 20 <.001 
"+4" 0 20 <.ooi 
"+5" 0 20 <•001 
"+6" 0 20 <.001 

-4 3 17 .006 
-3 3 17 .006 
-2 2 17 .001 
-1 6 17 .166 
+ 1 5 17 .072 
+2 2 17 .001 
+3 1 17 <.001 
+4 2 17 .001 

-4 4 21 .004 
-3 4 21 .004 
-2 7 21 .095 
-1 9 21 .332 
+ 1 8 17 .500 
+2 3 17 .006 
+3 1 17 <.001 
+4 1 17 <.001 

-3 0 21 .006 
-2 0 21 .001 
-1 0 21 .166 
+ 1 5 21 .013 
+2 4 21 .004 
+3 4 21 .004 
+4 3 21 .001 



G half sort 

H full sort 

H half sort 

Pilot Tests with Expert Respondents 

D full sort 

-3 3 20 .001 
-2 3 20 .001 
-1 4 20 .006 
+ I 8 18 .407 
+2 7 18 .240 
+3 7 18 .240 
+4 5 18 .048 

-3 7 16 .402 
-2 7 16 .402 
-I 6 16 .227 
+ 1 3 16 .011 
+2 3 16 .011 
+3 0 16 <.001 
-i-4 0 16 <•001 

-3 6 19 .084 
-2 4 19 .010 
-1 6 19 .084 
+ 1 10 20 .588 
+2 7 20 .132 
+3 3 20 .001 
+4 2 20 <.001 

"-5" 0 11 <.001 
n_^n 0 11 <.001 
n 2" 0 11 <.001 
"-2" 0 11 <.001 
ff 2 ft 1 11 .006 
" + 1" 2 11 .033 
"+2" 2 11 .033 
"+3" 1 11 .006 
"+4" 1 11 .006 
"+5'' 1 11 .006 
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F full sort 3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

.500 

.500 

.227 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

.500 

n 1 tt 

•• + 1" 

" + 2 "  

"+3" 
"+4" 
"+5" 

x: The adaptation-level design is compared with another version of the same logo. 
For each respondent, a " + " is coded if the adaptation-level design is preferred 
over the other design and a is coded if the other design is preferred. The 
+ and - codes are counted, x is the smaller number of the two counts. 

= the total number of pairs. 

where ^Yal is the ordinal preference score for the adaptation-level version of 
Brand Y and Xy; is the ordinal preference score for version i of Brand Y. So 
the null hypothesis is that preference is the same for the adaptation-level 
version and the other version. 

H,: p(Xr^ > X„) = piXy^ < Xri) = 'A 
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Recognition Scores for Stimuli 



Recognition Scores for Stimuli 

Brand Stimulus Recognition % 

A -4 14.3 
-3 38.1 
-2 44.1 A/„ 
-1 77.8 
AL 77.8 
+ 1 89.5 
+2 86.1 

B -4 
-3 
-2 

-1 

AL 
+ 1 
+2 
+3 

43.8 
38.9 
33.3 
57.9 
38.1 
40.0 
33.3 
27.8 

-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 

-1 

AL 
+ 1 
+2 
+3 

17.6 
61.1 
88.9 
97.2 
97.6 
97.4 
95.2 
93.8 
22.5 

A/. 

A/. 

D -3 
-2 

-1  

AL 
+ 1 
+2 
+3 

66.7 
71.1 

100.0 
95.0 

100.0 
94.1 
94.4 



-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 

- 1  

AL 
"  +  1"  

"+2" 

"+3" 
"+4" 
"+5" 
"+6" 

-4 
-3 
-2 

- 1  

AL 
+ 1 
+2 
+3 
+4 

-3 
-2 

-1 

AL 
+ 1 
+2 
+3 
+4 

-3 
-2 

-1 

AL 
+ 1 
+2 
+3 
+4 

0.0 
U.8 
42.1 A/„ 
77.8 
90.0 
92.1 
87.5 
81.0 
76.5 
66.7 
77.8 
20.0 M, 

9.5 
4.8 

20.0 A/„ 
56.3 
77.8 
44.4 
36.8 
22.2 
5.9 

80.0 
88.9 
81.0 
95.2 
94.4 

100.0 
92.1 
61.1 

28.9 
44.4 
52.4 
71.9 
65.0 
72.2 
40.5 A/„ 
50.0 
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APPENDIX M 

Sign Test for Hypotheses 6 and 7 

Brand x N z p 

B 1 63 7.56 <.001 

C 4 53 6.04 <.001 

G 5 66 6.77 <.001 

H 11 48 3.61 <.001 

x: The +1 level design is compared with the -1 level, the 4-2 with the -2, etc. For 
each respondent, a " +" is coded Lf the naturalistic design is preferred over the 
abstract design and a is coded if the abstract design is preferred. The + 
and - codes are counted, x is the smaller number of the two counts. For 
Brands B, C, and H, x is the number of times the abstract version was 
preferred over the naturalistic version. For Brand G, x is the number of times 
the namralistic version was preferred over the abstract version. 

iV = the total number of pairs, with N > 25, a normal distribution is assumed. 

Z = (x 4- .5^ - .5N 

. 5 \ N  

H,: p(Xy^ > = p(Xr^ < XyJ = 

where is the ordinal preference score for abstract version of Brand Y at / 
discemable differences from the adaptation level and is the ordinal 
preference score for namralistic version of Brand Y at i discemable differences 
from the adaptation level. So the null hypothesis is that preference is the same 
for the equal amounts of change to either more namralistic or abstract designs. 
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